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Pozner calls for economic aid to Russians 
by Jdm B. Licata, Editor-in- Chief the United States on WOR-TV. Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev so they discontent with Gorbachev. 
OnNovember20, 1991 VladimirPozner Mr. Pozner gave his personal reaction to understood the importance ofplaying to the Analyzing why the coup failed Pozner 
addressed an audience at Alwnni Arena on the the coup at the beginning of his cliscussion. fears of the people. Shortages in the Soviet cited the surprising behavior by the 70,000 
present situation in Russia and the ramifica­ "Those ofus that had supported Perestroika Union had been common, but were related to Muscovites who surrounded the Russian Par­
tions ofthe failed coup this past August. Mr. weredead. Ihadnodoubtthecoupwouldlast by the people in the scope o fa larger effort for liament, or the White House of Russia, to 
Pozner, chief political observer for the Soviet a numberof years. ['.fhe coup leaders] had the the children and a better society. ''They felt protect Boris Yeltsin from the army. "Never 
Uaion, has a name recognition level that cuts army,tbeKGB,theCommunistParty,andthe they were working toward something up until inthehistoryoftheSovietUnionhadthepeople 
across numerous social distinctions since he is police. This is the equivalent ofhaving four the day the dream was shattered.'' That day stood up to power. Never. The leaders ofthe 
seen on various news programs and co-hosts aces and the joker in a game ofpoker.'' The was not the coup, but when Gorbachev advo­ coup couldn't imagine it would happen." The 
''Space Bridge'' with Phil Donahue, seen in leaders of the coup were all appointed by cated cooperative ownership ofproperty which principal contribution to this rampant spirit of 
was in direct contradiction to the central tenet 
o(Marxist philosophy regarding the evils of 
private property. The Soviet Union had de­
clined in global prestige creating disillusion 
amongst the Russians who, after decades of 
sacrifice, were being told that the effort had 
been in vain. The senseofpride in the USSR 
haddiminished. Poznerdescribed the feeling 
as a sense that '' there was a time when a Soviet 
citizen could be proud. Don 'tlikeme, but you 
have to respect me. All the world was the 
enemy and the Soviet had to be tough. What 
happened?" ThesecurityoftheSovietcitizen 
in aright to education, employment and pen­
sion were wiped away during the economic 
spasmsofPerestroika. Thepopulationseemed 
ripe for new leadership in an old direction. 
''The shadow economy came into the open 
under Gorbachev and the Soviets were hit in the 
face with reality. It was supposed to be good 
for Joe Six-Pack,orsbouldJ say Ivan Six-Pack, 
who found he didn't have a six-pack,'' said 
democracy was Gorbachev's hapless 
Perestroika movement. Pozner stated "In a 
real sense Gorbachev can be blamed for the 
coup happening and for the coup's failure.'' 
Perestroika removed the government's 
mechanism for providing consumer goods but 
could not replace it with a working market 
economy. The shortages grew worse and the 
people became vocal in the politically active 
atmosphere. More freedom and less goods. 
The coup leaders essentially looked at the 
wrong side ofthe equation. Poznercompared 
the five years offreedom, including a multi­
party system and elections, to the taste of 
chocolate that could not easily be taken away 
from the people. 
In the end, itwasthecourageousge ture 
ofthe 70,000 people, in a city ofover9 million, 
thatdecidedthefateofthecoup. "I remember 
theday the coup ended. Ithad beena rainy week 
and that day the sun came out. What a day! 
Everybody was smiling. People thought, Now 
Vladimir Pozner provides insights on the failed Russian Cap ofAugust 19, 1991. Pozner in an attempt to outline the seeds of Pozner, continued on page 10 
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BPILPAnnounces Legal Services Internships in Rochester 
The Buffalo Public Interest Law Pro­
gram,withfundingsupportftomthelawschool's 
alumni, recently announced the starto fa new 
project with legal service agencies just an hour 
down the Thruway. This new initiative, the 
Rochester Internship Program, will pay stu­
dents a modest stipend to work on legal projects 
at various criminal and civil legal service 
agencies serving Monroe County. 
In announcing this initiative, BPILPCo­
Director Jill Barr said the members ofBPILP 
recognized the value ofthis project. ''There is 
as great a need for legal assistance for the poor 
in Rochester as anywhere else in New York 
State," she said. "We have a number ofstu­
dents who are from the [Rochester] area and/or 
who would like to work with these agencies to 
address these needs.'' Barr cited the 1990 
Legal Services Corporation report which re­
vealed that86 percentofthepoorinNew York 
State who are in need of legal assistance 
cannot get it. Approximately ten percentofUB 
law graduates who stay in New York State live 
in Rochester. 
''UB law school and the Rochester legal 
community should have stronger ties,'' said 
Associate Dean Alan Carre\ who coordinated 
the alumni involvement. · 'This initiative is a 
giant step in this direction, giving students the 
opportunitytoworkatsomeofthemosthighly 
respected legal services org~zations in the 
state. It also gives UB law students the chance 
to shine." 
Four agencies in Rochester are partici­
pating in this pilotphaseoftheproject. On the 
civilside,theagenciesaretheMonroeCounty 
Legal Assistance Corporation, Volunteer Le­
gal Services Project, and Farm workers' Legal 
Services of New York. In addition, on the 
criminal side, BPILPwillbeworking with the 
Monroe County Public Defender. 
BPILP will make funding available for 
up to three projects at the civil legal services 
organizations. These projects will take ap­
proximately 15-20 hours to complete and will 
involve such tasks as research, case prepara­
tion, trial support, development of training 
materials, and the like. 
Funding for two projects with the Public 
Defender will beavailable for students to work 
on criminal appeals. The students selected for 
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these projects will be able to work with an 
attorney to fully review and research the ap­
peal of a criminal case• in Rochester. This 
project is expected to consume at least 200 
hours ofa student's time. 
FromTuesday,November26, through 
Friday, December 6, students will be able to 
review the project proposals and submit a 
simple application to work on any of them. 
Students only need to submit a resume and 
writing sample, along with a cover letter. 
Because of the relatively short nature of the 
projects, itis anticipated that the opportunities 
will be available to first, second and third year 
Jaw students. Selected students will be noti­
fied on December 13 and will be able to begin 
as early as Winter Recess or the Spring. 
BPILPwillseeksupport from Rochester 
area attorneys, law firms and other organiza­
tions in order to continue this program and 
perhaps see it grow, according to BPILP Co­
Director Michael Freedman. "We feel that 
the Rochester co mmunity will be very respon­
sive to our efforts at establishing stronger ties 
with our law school,'' said Freedman. ''It will 
be a pleasure to show people the value and 





On Tuesday,Novemberl9thandWednesdayNovember20th, 1991 theregular 
membersofthe SBA voted on whether to accept the proposed Amendments to the Student 
BarAssociation'sConstitutionortorejecttheproposedAmendmentsandkeepthecurrent 
Constitution. 
A voteofYES accepted the proposed Amendments. A voteofNO rejected the 
proposed Amendments and kept the current Constitution. 
In order to accept the proposed Amendments the regular members ofthe SBA 
must ratify the proposed Amendments by a majority ofthose voting. 
The vote was as follows : 
Total number ofvotes cast: 169 
Total numberofYES votes: 140 
Total number ofNO votes: 25 
TotalnumberofVOIDEDvotes: 4 
Therefore, the proposed Amendments passed 140 to 25. The Amendments will 
be enacted on January I, 1992 according totheprovisionsofArticle IX ofthe Constitution. 
The persons who counted the votes were as follows: 
Brian P. Madrazo -SBA President 
Kate Sullivan - SBA Vice-President 
Kristin Graham -SBA Class Director, Chair ofElection Committee 
Natalie Lesh -Business Manager for The Opinion. 
ruT THE· KNOWLEDGE 
OJF LAW IlN ORDER 
Study with Pieper ... and pass. 
Pieper New York-Multistate 
Bar Review, Ltd. 
90 Willis Ave., Mineola, New York 11501 
(516) 747-4311 
PIEPER REPS. : Trini Ross, Sabby Charles Santarpia & Kim Smith 
Edward Miller ~ 1990 
Female Prosecutors in 
Male Dominated Field 
by Je1v1ifer Pitarresi 
University at Buffalo Law School 
alumnae Anne Adams returned to the U.B. 
Campus Wednesday, November 20, to speak 
to the Association o fWomen Law Students. 
Adams,a 1987 graduateofU.B. Law, is in her 
fifth year as an Assistant District Attorney in 
ErieCounty. Forthelastyearandahalf,Adams 
has worked in the C.A.A.R. (Comprehensive 
Assault, Abuse and Rape) unit prosecuting 
everything from simple assault to gang rape. 
Adams recounted for the students the 
humble beginnings of her career as a trial 
attorney. After deciding to depart from her 
corporate law background and a future with a 
private firm, Adams went to the Erie County 
D.A.'soffice, where her first big "caper" was 
adogmurdercaseintbeTownofWales. While 
Adams rather lightheartedly told the tale ofthe 
plightof''Puddles'' the dog and her handling 
ofthe case, she stressed that it was an oppor­
tunity to put a file together, apply evidentiary 
rules and present a case in court. 
After working in the towns, Adams 
movedtotheGrandJurybureau. Ingrandjury, 
which Adams describes as a' 'felony screening 
device," evidence is presented to 23 grand 
jurors with only the Assistant District Attor­
ney and the witness in the room. The accused 
is allowed to testify in grand jury but the 
defendant'sattomeycannotspeakforthecli­
ent or ask questions. The grand jury then 
decides whether there is enough evidence to 
indict the accused. 
Seven months after becoming in­
volved ingrand jurywork,Adams was boredof 
not being in an adversarial mode. ' 'I started to 
feel I would lose my trial skills," she said. 
Adams then moved to the trial part and tried 
cases other District Attorneys had indicted, 
staying there a little over a year. She then 
requested to go to the sex crimes unit, other­
wise known as C.A.A.R. Due to the path her 
careerhastakenAdamssaysshe'shadamyriad 
ofexperiences. ' Tvetriedevery•kindofcase 
there is,'' she reflected. 
In addition to trying many types of 
cases, Adams has had an opportunity to go up · 
against some ofthe best defense attorneys in 
thearea. However,shesaysshe'sdisappointed 
that more women don' t choose to be trial 
attorneys, especially criminal defense attor­
neys. "We need more women criminal de­
fenseattorneys," sheasserted. "Weonlyhave 
two that IknowofinErieCounty,LeeAnderson 
and Julie Dee. There's a real need for the 
ferninineinfluenceincriminaljustice.' • Adams 
went on to explainherposition: "What I mean 
by the feminine influence is more attention to 
the human element. It sounds cliche, but it's 
true. I treat a victim as a person. Women are 
trained to please other people. Men aren't 
trained socially to do this.'' Adams' theory is 
thatifmore women became trial attorneys this 
style ofdealing with victims and defendants 
would bring more satisfaction to those in­
volved with the sy~tem and lessen the anger 
victims' groups feel when' 'technicalities'' do 
occur and defendants are acquitted or when 
defendants are wrongly accused. 
While Adams says she does not like 
to define herself solely as a female prosecutor, 
she admits there are advantages to her gender. 
''Whenlcallaninvestigatororpoliceofficer, 
theycallmebackmuchfasterthantheycallmy 
6 '2" male officemate. They think it' srude not 
to call a lady back,·' she said. '' Police are the 
most sexist group ofpeople, next to criminals, 
and I deal withbotheveryday. So, I play up to 
it. Milkit." Adamsisquicktoaddthoughthat 
she doesn't do so without trepidation. ''The 
problem is you end up playing into cliches 
about sexism. I call the police on it ifthey 're 
inappropriately sexist. At the same time, 
they' re helping me get myjob done.'' 
Adamsalsotouchedonthedisadvan­
tages ·of being a female prosecutor, specifi­
cally one who prosecutes rape cases. "A loto f 
women jurors resist women attorneys. I espe­
cially don'tlikeyollllg female jurors on a rape 
case. I bounce them,'' she said. Adams 
explained her theory on why young women 
don'tliketoconvictonrapecases. ''Theylike 
to·make the woman accountable in some way. 
They don't want to think rape is like being 
struck by lightning. That it could happen to 
anybody. Ontheotherhand, [malejurors] want 
to protect a woman, avenge a woman; that they 
would never do this.'' 
Describing her disappointment that, 
at a recent luncheon with Senatorial candidate 
Geraldine Ferraro, the topic was confined to 
women's issues, Adams rounded out her talk by 
touching on some ofher pet peeves within the 
criminal justice system. She feels that perhaps 
it's time to relax the drug laws pertaining to 
low-leveladdictsandtighten them for dealers. 
Clovis Maksoud Proposes 
by SrikantRamaswami, Sta/f Writer 
U.B. students had theunique opportunity 
to hear Clovis Maksoud, the former ambassa­
dor ofthe Arab League to the UN and now at 
American University, speak during human 
rights week on the prospects ofpeace in the 
Middle East. Maksoud believes the term 
''peace'' is an issue ofhuman rights. At the 
outset, he defined human rights. He said that 
·in order to deal with the concept of human 
rights in the Arab mind it was important to 
realize that the concept was not new, but 
something on which the prospects ofglobal 
peacehavedependedonaglobalcontextfora 
longtime. 
Maksoud stated that we are living in a 
new global order - one that he believed to be 
neither new, global, or orderly. Because this 
notion is now so prevalent, Maksoud believed 
that many distorted notions replaced reality 
and truth. He added that as long as the world 
was trying to deal with theobjectofpeaceand 
hurnanrights,itwasnecessarytohaveacertain 
formulation. 
Maksoud laid out the scenario of the 
world as a global village. On the other hand, he 
stated that there was a resurrection of a 
parochial and sectorial world. He cited the 
SovietUnionand Croatia as an affirmation of 
identity and a suspension ofhuman rights. 
It was then that Maksoud began to ask 
probing questions. What about collectivehu­
manrightsofpeople? Whatabouthumanrights 
ofpeople inthe southern hemisphere where the 
issueofhuman freedoms, (in terms ofexpres­
sionandobjectivity)arestymied? Whatabout 
the disenfranchisements ofpopulations who 
don' tunderstand theeconomic access to equal­
ity? Isthereahierarchyofh~rights? Ifso, 
do political human rights triumph over social 
and economic rights? Do collective human 
rights take the place ofindividual rights? 
Maksoud added that the concept ofhu­
man rights needed to be broadened to be 
inclusory ofsocial and economic human rights 
ancl individual democratic human rights. 
Maksoud then asked when the economic and 
social priorities in developing society begin to 
achieve relevance. Maksoud said that these 
probing fundamental questions had no clear­
cut coherent answers. 
Maksoudthenaddressedtheplightofthe 
Arab people, noting that in the' 'CNN'ized' • 
global village the Arabs tried to sustain a 
degreeofimmunity from being swept away. He 
addedthattheGulfWarhascreatedasituation 
ofvulnerability fortheArabpeople, a situation 
where they have been humbled, yet staved off 
humiliation. According to Maksoud, between 
this humiliation and humbling lies the current 
plight ofthe Arab people. 
;) ~•{ft~t;.<.~' 
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FOOD DRIVE/HOMELESS TASK FORCE 
by Robert Gormley (pictured above) 
The recent food drive to benefit the Central City Cafe (CCC), a downtown soup 
kitchen, proved to be a huge success. The drive, spearheaded by the Homeless Task Force 
(IITF), collected approximately eleven boxes and several grocery bags full offood and 
other requested items. Also collected, although unsolicited, was $68. The most frequently 
donated items included sugar, coffee, rice, onions, napkins, paper towels and yes ...green 
peppers! 
The Homeless TaskForcewishesto thank everyone who generously contributed 
food, money or time in order to assist a soup kitchen which struggles on a daily basis to 
provide meals to almost three hundred people. Special thanks are in order for the Lesbian 
and Gay Law Students Organization (LGLSO), the Federalist Society and the Interna­
tional Law Society (ILS). LGLSO donated $2 5 for the purchase ofcoffee and green 
peppers; ILS contributed several boxes ofcondiment items; and the Feds provided the 
transportation which delivered the goods, as well as people to sit at the table. 
The need at the Central City Cafe is ongoing and any future contributions may be 
broughtto the BPILP office, where a box will be kept for that purpose. 
''When you get a hand-to-hand pur­
chase, there are no evidentiary questions. 
Usually, this 18-year-oldkidisruined for life. 
We're statutorily confined and there is no 
discretion,·' she said. Adams finds the situa­
tion troublesome. "I thinkvery carefully about 
sending someone to state prison. It's not 
something I take lightly. You 're pretty much 
shutting thedooron this person for life. He will 
be sodomized, in this day and age exposed to 
AIDS, and probably not rehabilitated,'' she 
continued. "But, the way I sleep at night is I 
lookatthelittlekid who is[a victim]. The way 
I justify it is the alternative ( a criminal on the 
streets) is unacceptable.'' 
Another issue Adams feels strongly 
about is the assigned counsel system for felo­
nies. There is a voluntary pro bona system in 
Erie County, where there is no felony public 
defender. Adams says she is against changing 
the system. "Ithinkit'sgreatthatan inner city 
kid who is a three time loser can get a great 
attorney who normally charges $300 an hour 
absolutely free,'' she asserted. 
Two other issues Adams alluded to 
were those of the thorny area ofmandatory 
AIDS testing ofdefendants and the possibility 
ofchangingthelawonusingkidsaswitnesses. 
While Adams painted a vivid pictureofarape 
victim who is desperate to know whether the 
man she accused ofrape (who was released 
from prison three days earlier) could have 
exposed her to AIDS, students in attendance 
raised questions ofprivacy o fthe accused and 
when such testing should be done. '' It really 
violates the presumption ofinnocence to do it 
before a conviction,'' Adams pointed out. As 
to the issue ofusing kids as witnesses, Adams 
stated, ''Sex crimes is an area where people are 
FemaleDAs, continuedonpage 14 
Arabs Seek Own Solutions 
Maksoud'slecturethen focussed on in­
ter-Arab accountability. He said the Arabs 
were boun<l together by community, culture, 
literature, music, and ethos. He added they 
were united by a sense ofcommon history, a 
prevalenceofacommon spiritual heritage, but 
not exclusively so; a multiplicity ofnational 
liberation movements. 
Maksoud then analyzed countries like 
India and Kenya, which had gained indepen­
dence atone time. TheArabworld,incontrast, -
represented fragmented political movements 
and had acquired independence at different 
times, from different countries with different 
political systems. When Nasser emerged, 
Maksoud showed that Egypt' srole was that of 
a catalyst because it had emerged from colo­
nialism. In effect, theArabsof Africa came to 
be distinguished from theArabsofEuropean 
colonization. However, the problem ofCamp 
David was that Egypt's role to familiarize 
ArabAfricawithArabAsiawasdisfunctional. 
This was traumatic fortheArabpeopleand the 
whole notion ofArab unity was challenged. It 
was dismissed as a dream at best and an 
impractical formulation at worst. 
While mentioning the war in Lebanon, 
Maksoud mentioned that Syria and Iraq had 
compounded this, with the result that the Arabs 
became alienated, depressed, frustrated, and 
excluded. He added to this pathetic scenario 
by outlining Iraq· s invasion ofKuwait, exacer­
bating a split and disunity within the Arab 
psyche because an Arab solution had been pre­
empted by outside interferences. Maksoud 
said that while most Arabs condemned the 
Iraqi invasion ofKuwait, they were all against , 
thedeploymentofU .S. troops in Saudi Arabia. 
Questions needed to beasked, continued 
Maksoud. Why was the UN energized in the 
Gulf and paralyzed in the Middle East? Why 
was it possible to find an Arab solution to the 
more complicated situation in Lebanon? Why 
was the Arab solution prevented? Why weren't 
santions given time? These were questions 
lingering in the Arab mind. He warned that 
answers should be found because no answer 
equals a prescription for rebellion. 
Finally, Maksoud addressed the Madrid 
conference, which he felt was a brilliant move 
on the part ofthe U.S. He said that the conven­
ing oftheconferencewas not a breakthrough or 
a gridlock; not a failure or a success. Maksoud 
ended with two final questions. Are the West 
Bank, Gaza, and Golan Heights occupied or 
not? What about the problem ofsettlements 
and Israel? He added that the US would prod 
parties into the negotiating process. But the 
question remained - is it negotiation merely for 
negotiation'ssake? 
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Editorial 
Thanksgiving is a time forcliches to spring forth from publications 
and over the radio calling for an appreciation ofthe universal commu­
nity ofhumankind. From now until New Year's Day, when people are 
breaking resolutions and losing that holiday cheer, charities will be 
plying the guilt-ridden conscience ofindividuals in an attempt to make 
budgets balance. The homeless will be featured on public service 
announcements on television surrounded by holly wreaths and a 
reminder that we should remember those less fortunate than us. Society's · 
conviction to provide services evanesces with the annual uncorking of 
the champagne bottles. 
This space is dedicated to those individuals who spend the whole 
year working for those people who receive special attention from the 
rest ofsociety for a six week period. Donations ofa can oflima beans 
or pumpkin pie filling that went unused last yearprovidesa salve for the · 
conscience. However, it is the student who manages to serve people 
while attending classes who deserves our respect. 
While the rest ofthe student body argues about the existence ofa 
smc!-.i,16 lounge, SASU on campus and the inadequacies ofregistra­
tion, there exists a dedicated group ofindi viduals providing aid to those 
with more pressing and immediate concerns. This holiday season, 
while pondering the future, give thanks to those who are looking after 
the present. 
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R&W Primarily anAdministrative Issue 
To The Editor: 
AsCo-ChairoftheSBAResearchandWritingCommitteeI'vegottotakeDairyl 
McPherson up on his offer to "leave" his ideas. I also feel it is time to question the 
propriety ofan SBA Directorand Features Editor having a column devoted to the ''whim 
ofthe week." 
The situation involving research and writing is a complex one involving a difficult 
budget, pedagogical politics, and above all, the needs ofthe first year students. It is ~ot 
going to be solved, as Mr. McPherson implies, by some upper class students gettmg 
together to puttogether their own R&W course. Nor should it have to be. 
The administration and the students do not see eye-to-eye on the R&W issue. 
Students have tried to voice their concerns through a committee process that, curiously, 
is run by faculty who are not willing to listen to what they have to say. This is quite 
unfortunate, but not entirely unexpected. We have considered taking the issue to alumni, 
the state legislature, and the Buffalo legal community, and wehaveconsidered the adverse 
consequences ofsuch actions. Students interested in pursuing this route may contactme 
for furtherinfonnation (Box #362 ). 
But, as Jennifer Pitarresi would say, I digress. I must question the editorial integrity 
ofa column written by a person wearing so many hats. Above all, let us remember that 
TheOpinion is publishedof. by and forthestudentsofUBLaw; to misinfonnandmislead 
those. tudent is thoughtless. Hang up some ofthose hats, Dairy I. 
..... . Mi~ f.allon.. .3 L &' - - : • .. . 
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Questionable Registration Requirement 
To the Editor: 
In trying to register for Professor Kannar's Federal Courts class, a class listed as 
PI (requiring the permission ofthe instructor), students were informed by ~s secre~ 
that to be considered for admission into the class, a resume must be submitted with a 
statement indi~ating reasons for wanting to take the class. While a statement ofinterest 
is perhaps understandable, the requirement is not. Why else would a resume be necessary 
other than to choose students who have done well in law school? 
We seriously question the right ofa professor to·· cream'' in admitting peop~eto 
a class, especially a class that could be considered a core component o flegal educat10n. 
lnthejob market, weexpectto bejudgedonourcredentials. Butin law school, w_eexpect 
to be treated with respect, and to be given an opportunity to learn about a subject area 
that interests us- an opportunity that is not conditional upon our past accomplishments 
or job experiences. Although some law school courses, such as thejudicial clerkship 
clinic orthe honors writing program, may requireacademicsuccess, thesecourses should 
remain exceptions to the lottery system. Professors should be strongly discouraged, or 
prohibited, from considering students' academic qualifications or past job experiences 
before allowing them into their class. 
Sincerely, 
Margaret Phillips, 3L 
NanHaynes, 3L 
SWJ Given Jurisdiction Over 
Sexual Harrassment Cases 
To the Editor: 
I am outraged at the insensitivity and the unpro fessionalism ofSUNY -Buffalo. 
This university has given the Student-Wide Judiciary Court (SWJ) thejurisdictionand 
pennissiontohearacaseofsexualassault. Toshowtheuniversity'sunprofessionalism 
regardingthissensitiveandseriousmatter,ImustexplainthattheSWJisastudentrun 
court. There is an administrator who oversees the court, but for the most part the 
universityhasallowedthestudentstheopportunitytorunthedisciplinaryproceedings. 
Thus far, thejustices co.p.sistoffive undergraduate students. The prosecutors are law 
students chosen by the university while the defenders are law students hired by Group 
Legal Services. This university proceeding operates with minimal and inadequate 
procedures regarding evidence and the burden ofproof. Because this is viewe~ ~s an 
administrative hearing, not a criminal trial, the defendantis afforded only thenunnnal 
due process protections (if any?) and the victim faces direct and cross-examination by 
persons who are only law students. Most importantly, thejustices, who also sit as the 
jurors, are supposed to control the proceedings but as undergraduates possess no 
formalized legal education, training or backgrow1d. 
It should be clear that this university has committed a grave injustice to all of 
the students who attend it. This court is an adequate forum to hear cases concerning 
small thefts, trespass, and other misdemeanors. However, it is in no way able to deal 
with felonies. Furthermore, it is unbelievable thatthew1iversity would allow the SWJ 
todeterminetheguiltorinnocenceofsomeonewhoisaccusedofsexualassault. Acase 
of this severity should not be heard by three undergraduate students with no legal 
training. I tis seriously unfair to everyone involved in this matter -- the defendant, the 
victim, the' 'justices,'' the defenders and the prosecutors. The SWJshould not have 
to deal with this matter just because the university fails to address the problem. I would 
like to know how the university expects this hearing to occur: does it expect the 
defenders to actually cross-examine the victim? 
I cannot believe thatthe administrators have ignored the chargesand have placed 
their faith in three undergraduate students. Moreover, the whole issue is trivialized by 
the fact that this matter is in the SWJ. Let's wake up. Posters, signs, programs about 
safety and advice are meaningless ifthe university does not have an adequate system 
to deal with the issue ofsexual assault. The hypothetical has become reality and the 
university turns it back. Or even worse, perhaps it is serious about allowing three 
undergraduates to hearthis case. I amoutraged anddisappointed -- this university never 
ceases to amaze me. 
Lynn Wessel, 2L 
Student Defender 
Misunderstood FirstYear 
To the Editor: 
Based upon certain feedback, I believe that in a recent Letter to the Editor o fihe 
Opinion I gave some colleagues a misimpression which I'd like to clarify. 
In observing that law school funding is made available to "groups with narrow 
interest'' while practical problems such as mailbox theft go unsolved, I meant only to 
lamentalackofsimilarfundingforadifferentsetofcircumstances. Ididn'tmeantoimply 
criticism ofany "groups with narrow interests" (define it as you will). Diversity is 
perishable, and I'm glad to be at a schoolcommitted to nurturing it. I just wish there was 
more money to go around. 
Very Truly Yours, 
John Cody, IL 
ERRATA ... 
The Opinion would like to apologize to David Lask 
for inadvertently omitting his name from the editorial 
"Polemics and Politics." 
Also, Kristin Graham's name was incorrectly spelled 
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Of Life, Law and the 
''Fish-Bowl'' Effect 
by W. F. Trezevant, Staff Writer 
Backinthedaysofyore, whenl wasalad 
of moderate height and precocious intelli­
gence, I spent a great deal oftimeponderingthe 
basic underpinnings of the world that sur- . 
rounded me. Perhaps the most interesting 
question I dealt with, onewhichl have returned 
to many a time, required contemplation of 
man's relation to man. Needless to say, I did 
not reach a conclusive solution to the question. 
The best I could do was to resign myself to 
pursuing the future resting with the comforting 
assumption that the people ofmy generation 
would ''take care,'' and understanding the 
desirability oftaking care ofone another. 
Now, years later, I find myself discuss­
ing the very same questions and propositions, 
with no further success with regard to the 
solution. In fact,mypersonal discussionofthe 
issue has been exacerbated by the frustration 
and alienation I have experienced with regard 
to the personalities that presently occupy our 
law school. What I have found particularly 
troubling about the behavioral patterns exist­
ing in our law schooIis not the fact that they do 
not agree with each other, but rather that the 
various personalities feel they mustexistatthe 
expense o ftheir fellow classmates and admin­
istrative counterparts. This mutually exclu­
sive attitude has, without a doubt, lead to the 
"Fish-BowlEffect." Surveying our world we 
find that the ''Fish-Bowl Effect'• has perme­
ated justaboutevery aspectofoursociety, from 
negative campaigning in the presidential elec­
tions to, and perhaps more disturbingly, the 
first year ''Matching Game.'· 
The salient concept behind the "Fish-
Bowl Effect'' is a simple one, an idea with 
which we are all too familiar. Namely that an 
individual or group here atourlaw school, upon 
the expression ofaposition, platform, or even 
simple feedback on issues ofthe day, cannot 
escape the pejorative use of language at the 
hands ofeither another group or individual, 
through theemploymentof "labelization." To 
think that at an institution of graduate-level 
education people can still willfully and mali­
ciously attempt to deconstruct their colleagues 
based on the most trivial of circumstances, 
personal or otherwise, is something that, quite 
honestly, I did not believe could have a home 
in a school of law, let alone the hearts and 
minds o four fellow educated human counter­
parts here. 
Nevertheless, while frustrating, this 
point is not insurmountable. Indeed, the alien­
ating aspect of this entire exercise is that the 
students and administration alike seemingly 
do not recognize the historic confluence of 
circumstances which have brought such a.di­
verse group ofindividuals together in a com­
mon cause. It was my impression, prior to my 
experience here at this school, that the multi­
tude ofopinions and ideas which exist within 
the four comers o fthis building, would, could, 
and should serve as a natural base for the 
opening of a dialogue amongst th_e various 
players. Instead, it has resulted in a divisive, 
almost "back-biting," protection of beliefs 
concerning the efficacy ofthe programmatic 
responses adopted. With all of the talk, be­
tween the bindingsofthe books we read, about 
the desirability ofexposing, to the sunlight of 
scrutiny, evidence, ideas, and legal proposi-
I originally wanted to write about 
student groups within the law school, but 
I couldn't come up with an interesting 
spin on the topic. As Ithoughtabout it, I
realized most articles on the subjecttend 
to push people to get involved and try to 
putadentintheinfamousarmorofstudent 
apathy. Nowadays, I think I understand 
stui;Ientapathy,andI'mstartingtoappre­
ciate it. 
There are two levels of involve­
ment with student groups. Either one isa 
member,oroneisanactivemember,and 
the distinction is quite clear. Anybody 
can be a member, and nothing isrequired 
from the person save occasionally attend­
ing a meeting. Activemembers carry the 
group. They motivate its actions, make 
itsagenda, and make the group visible in 
the public arena. What I say in this 
colwnn about people in groups applies 
only to active members, those who have 
somekindofpersonalstakeinthegroup's 
activities. 
Though we're here to receive a 
substantive education about the law, 
sometimes the activities of a student 
group seem to take precedence. The 
leswnsto be learned through thisinvolve­
ment, while important, shouldn't become 
the absolute center o flife in law school. 
Note that I said "shouldn't" because, 
despite that, extra-curricular activities 
around here frequently take on amission­
like qualitv. 
''Extra-curricular'' isn 'tamisno­
mer, butitdoesn'tgo far enoughto imply 
the level ofsacrifice such activities en­
tail. How else could I describe the effort 
that goes into developing a conference, 
organizing a competition, or even putting 
out this newspaper? On more than one 
occasion, most ofThe Opinion staffhas 
been up all nightin order to get the paper 
out in accordance with our self-desig­
nateddeadline. There's no penalty ifwe 
were to publish a day late, but we still go 
the extra mile to get it out on time. 
Years ago, you'd behardpressedto 
get me to participate in an after school 
activity. In high school, they didn't exist 
tome. Incollege things changed slightly 
and Iwas involved in a couple ofthings. 
Still, either I was just a member, or my 
actions had a relatively low profile. 
However, by my senior year, I decided 
thatwasn'tgoodenough. Ihadrealized 
. that there are two types ofpeople in the 
world- those you read about, and those 
who read about them For some reason I 
wanted to be in the former category and 
this column is a testament to my success 
in that endeavor. 
Suddenly, I'm starting to see the 
other side ofthe fence. I'm not the most 
activepersoninthisschool,andwhatldo 
isn't that important. Yet the majority of 
the stress in my life comes not from my 
law school classes, but from my bloody 
extra-curricular activities. They 're sup­
posedto beharmlessdiversionsl would've 
thought, but people (myself included) 
tions, it would appear to me that theevidentiary 
principle known as the' 'best evidence rule·· 
would apply. Simply stated, we as a commu­
nity, while recognizing our differences, shou Id 
seek to use those differences to foster a unique 
dialogue which holds as its cornerstone an 
adherencetoagiveandtakeprocessasopposed 
take them far too seriously. 
In the past three weeks, I've had to 
organize a Students for Constitutional 
Concerns meeting, come0ut on the losing 
side ofamajorvote within the Student Bar 
Association, and deal with the Editor-in­
Chief ofthis paperregarding the futureof 
my column. Whenall ofthatisconsidered 
with staying on top ofmyregularcourse 
load,I'mforcedtoaskmyselfwhydoldo 
allofthisstuff. Does anyone really care? 
I look at my friends, who exist at 
varying levels ofinvolvement. I'veseen 
what can happen to you when you deal 
with the people and the forces that move 
about this place. This school is like a 
stormy sea, and you can easily drown if 
you 're not careful. I'm like an amateur 
surfer;sometimesl'mup,sometimesl'm 
down,andl'mlearningalotaslgoalong. 
Those who aren't mixed up with the vari­
ousgoingsonofthisschoolaremuchmore 
content than those who are. People who 
leave when their classes are done have a 
perspectiveonwhat'sreallyimportantin 
life, and don't go too far creating new 
hassles for themselves. 
There's too much emotion invested 
in student group activities; much more 
than I would expect an average person to 
give. I don't think there really is such a 
thing as student apathy. That's just a 
perception. It'snot that people don 'tcare, 
they just don't care to the same extent as 
someone who is involved. Just because a 
handful ofpeople care passionately about 
an issue, that doesn't mandate the rest of 
the student population to feel the same 
way. There are some causes in this school 
towardwhichlwouldn'tgiveaminuteof 
my time, while there are others tbatlhope 
would thrive. Find the right topic, and 
you'll find the student interest to support · 
it. 
Membership has its privileges, but 
it also has its disadvantages. I'm very 
tired of putting up with student group 
pressures. With the exception ofSCC, any 
enjoyment I get is frequently matched 
with frustration. Politics hasmany faces, 
including those which you thought were 
your friends. Once you put yourself out 
there, therelationshipschangesomehow­
some other obligationis more.important. 
Itcanbe very disheartening, andyou learn 
to 1rust a little less. 
Noticing the relative contentment 
tbatcomeswithadegreeofdistancefrom 
extra-curricular activities, I've consid­
ered resigning from these self-imposed 
stressful positions. Every day I wonderif 
what I do is wanted or appreciated, and I 
question whether it's all worth il The 
onlythingthatholdsmebackisasenseof 
responsibility, and my instincts. I'm a lot 
ofthings,but I'mnotaquitter. I don't walk 
away from any project, no matter how 
tough. Unless the situation became to­
tally unconscionable, I doubt I could re­
sign- no matterhow much I would want to. 
Don'tstudytoobardandenjoyyour 
vacation. Seeyounextsemester. Maybe. 
to the manipulation ofdifference into divisive­
ness. 
I wasoncetold, by an older person whom 
I had adopted as a surrogate father figure, that 
''it is decision without discussion that defeats 
us.·· Certain things are as true today as they 
were at the time that such utterances were 
made. 
November 25, 1991 The Opinion Pages 
Cuomo Does the Hokey-Pokey! 
MARIOANDTHE PRESIDENCY-­
THAT'SWHAT IT'SALLABOUT 
byKevinP. Collins, Staff Writer 
Well, it's nearing presidential election 
year again and for the Democratic Party this is 
a time to struggle to find a viable candidate to 
run. As in the past election, the call, indeed the 
plea,hasgoneouttotheGovemorofNewYork 
State,Mario Cuomo, from his party. Cuomo, in 
tum, has responded by doing thehokey-pokey 
andnotdecidingonwhethertorun. Thatisall 
well and good for his national image, yet, by 
skirting the decision and stringing party mem­
bers along he is doing a disservice to others, 
albeit no-names, who may want to announce 
their candidacy. Many party backers are not 
donating funds and supporting campaigns be­
cause they are waiting to see ifMario Cuomo 
keeps his right foot in orifhetakeshisright foot 
out. 
I, for one, would like to see Mario run and 
leave his right foot in. Admittedly, New York 
State isno tin the greatestofshape(then again, 
what state is). Further, Ibelieve he should have 
run in the latest election on the heels of his 
rousing Keynote Speech. Nevertheless, and 
despite recent polls allegedly finding that ano­
name candidate would give a stronger chal­
lenge than Mario, I believe that Cuomo is the 
best presidential candidate the Democrats 
have. Moreover, the Republicans fear him, as 
his verbal persuasiveness may well indeed 
exposeMr.Bush' shand and have his house of 
cards come crumbling down. 
History lends us two analogies. We 
could see Mario as a latter-day Franklin Delano 
RooseveltfollowingHerbertHooverandbring­
ing the nation outoffinancialdistress. Further, 
it may well be that Mr. Bush is akin to Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill ofGreatBritain, 
who won wars but was notable to accomplish 
anything domestically. The British populace 
thankedhim for winning warsabroadanddoing 
nothing at home by voting him out o fo ffice. 
I shall keep my own call for Mario to run 
sbortandsimplysaythatMarioshouldkeephis 
right foot in and shake it all about so that Mr. 
Bush's presidency and domestic policy will be 
examined for what it is--what is it? In any 
event, in the spiritofthe rapidly approaching 
holiday season, I presentto Mario a gift to use 
on the campaign trails: THE TOP TEN BUSH 
BASHING LIST. 
(10) What do Mr.Bush' s domestic policy and 
water have in common? They both have no 
calories. 
(09) Mr. Bush wanted to be elected as the 
''education'' president. So, over two years ago 
he set up a meeting with all governors and-­
what to my wondrous eyes did appear--they 
cameoutofthismeetingofthemindsagreeing 
that there is a problem in the American educa­
tion system and we should do something about 
it. Only from the mindsofthe Republicans(sorry 
Minolta) . 
(08) Mr. Bush wanted to be elected as the 
" environmental" president. So hdets Exxon 
get away with dumping oil into the water. 
Further, what about acid rain? Bush will spend 
millionsoftax dollars studying if the problem 
exists, yet not doing anything about it. Itexists, 
George, it exists. (See, I just saved millions of 
taxdollarsinresearch!) Now,godosomething 
about it. 
(07) Thesituationoftheeconomy inAmerica 
More and more people are not passing go, are 
not collecting $200, and are going to jail. We 
are in a serious recession. Bush did not call 
Reaganomics ''voodoo-economics'' for no rea­
son. Perhaps a witch doctor will cure the ills 
and evil spirits of 12 years of Republican 
presidency. 
(06) What is George doing about a national 
health care system? The same thing he is doing 
for his domestic policy, to help the education 
problem, to help the environment, and to help 
the economy--hoping it will all go away and 
comebackanotherday(orhey,I'llsolveallthe 
world's problems abroad while America goes 




2. Bush was former head ofthe CIA in 
the late 1970s, butwhatdoesManuelNoriega 
really know about Bush and the CIA? 
3. Bush was Vice-President when 
Reagan delayed the release ofthe hostages to 
make himselflook good. 
4. Bush was Vice-President when Ollie 
Northdecidedtodowhathepleased(orwasset 
upasascapegoattoappearthatway)andbreak 
a lot ofinternational rules, lie to Congress, and 
ignore the Constitution. 
5. Bush and Kuwait--did he lead Hussein 
into the situation and then send innocent, young 
American soldiers to death in an oil war, while 
he spoke ofAmerica as a' 'kinder and gentler 
nation." 
(04) I am still thinking about (05). What an 
interesting past. 
(03) Clarence Thomas ( come on, you knew I 
could not leave him out). Why nominate for 
Supreme Court Justice a candidate who has the 
worst credentials of any potential justice in 
nearlyhalfacentury. Definitely not a political 
nomination! ltgivesmegoosebumps. 
(02) He uses the word ' 'prudent'' too damn 
much. · 
.ANDTHENUMBERONEBASHER 
(0 I) Thump-thump. Thump-thump. Thump. 
Dan Quayleand the Presidency ofthese United 
States ofAmerica--only aheartbeataway(and 
thisisnorerunofa "Twilight2'.one'' episode). 
MarioCuomopwnping flesh withAnwld Sdiwazenegger File Photo 
The Matching Game 
by KevinP. Collins, Staff Writer 
Recently, Section l membersofthe first such speech is protected under the Constitu­
year class were "treated" to find in their tion. Nevertheless,thefactthatsuchspeechis 
mailboxes an unsigned matching game, constitutionally protected does not mean we 
whereinindividualnameswerematchedwith cannot respond to it. Moreover, the position 
answers which attacked their personalities. can be advanced that we have an affirmative 
Evidently, from whatI have learned from the duty to respond to such speechandrenounceit. 
students in this section, the personal attacks lamnot referring to amorally correct point of 
were primarily focussed on those individuals view; the point I am trying to make is that, in 
who actively participate in class. The result an open forum ofviews, I believe such speech 
was an entire section ofstudents incensed and to be constitutionally protected, as is the right 
highlyoffendedbythesubjectmatter. Itmade to respond. Therefore, I am exercising my 
me take a step back and ask, "Who do I go to constitutionally protected rightto respond to 
schoolwith?" lnanyevent,astudentfromthe suchspeech. . 
offended section has asked me to address this I question the individuals who wrote the 
issue. matching game. What was your objective? 
Letmebeginbystatingthatlamstrongly Didyousioptothinkabouttheeffectsitwould 
in favoroffree speech, I am opposed to any form have on the schoo lcommunity in general, and 
ofcensorship, and I really appreciate a good your classmates in particular? Surely, the 
joke. Theselines,however, were crossed and objective could not have been to construe­
the game is in the area of highly offensive lively criticize your classmates so as to lead to 
conduct and singular, personal attacks. Ifthe an open discussion whereby ideas and views 
authorswantedtomakeapoint, which is their could be freely exchanged and people could 
right, then the way to do so is throughconstruc- learn and benefit from each other. To not sign 
tive criticism. This would allow those whom the game, to not make such accusations openly, 
the authors believe deserve criticism to learn is tantamountto just wanting to have your say 
and benefit from this speech, and, at the same and selfishly criticize others, but not being 
time, debate and rebut the accusations. To willingtosaywhy,hearanyrebuttals,discuss 
cowardly distribute these unsigned indivioual any exchange ofideas or take credit for your 
attacks on people' s alleged personality traits thoughts and work. It is a condemnable and 
hasnoconstructivepurposeand is a malignant, cowardly act to establish the rules for a game 
infantile and asinine act. However, to the andusethemtoserveyourownbenefitsonoone -
extent that I, and indeed many others, may find else can play and participate in a fair manner. 
thisformofspeechmorallyreprehensibleand In a free marketplace of ideas such speech 
offensive, I also strongly believe it should be throws caution to thewind,asit most pointedly 
allowed, discussed, and rebuked openly. This does here. Yet, people who wantto respond to 
is especially true in the context of all Of us such speech should not stand idle as it blows by 
being students of the law and, more impor- them. Instead, speak up and be heard. De­
tantly, future leaders ofsociety. nounce such speech for what it is worth--not 
In a free marketplace ofideas, I believe much. 
. . !he Resea~~h &WritingTopTen: 
(Dean Fzlvarojfsays zts not m response_to the ~udget cnszs. ~nd thenDean.~oyer says it is entirely in response to the budget crisis. Well, which is it?) 
Adapted from Chess, C., et al, Improving Dialogues With Communities ( 1988), NJ Department ofEnvironmental Protection 
Reasons to Be O~en and_ Honest _With Students 
1. Students are entitled to mformat1on that affects their education. d h . . . 
2. 0 pen an onest c_ommumcation sets the pace for the resolution of the 
problem(ortheperce1vedproblem).. . . . 
3. When you wait you lose trust and cred1b1hty. , . . . 
4. You can bettercontrolthetoneandcontentofthemformation ifyou release 
itfirst(read:damnthose2dand3rdyears!) 
5. There is more time for meaningful student involvement in the decision . "f h · c · · 
makmg process I t e m1ormat1on 1s re1eased promptly. 
6 B · · d · h d • • . 
. nngmg stu ents mto t e ec1s1on making will assure that student concerns 
are addressed. 
7. Less work is required to be open and upfront than to respond to attacks and 
criticisms. 
8. Openness builds trust and a productive' 'let's work together'' atmosphere. 
9.Ifyouwait,somestudentswillberesentfulandangryfornotlearningofthe 
information earlier. 
I0. People are more likely to overestimate the problem when you don't share 
information. 
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Ways to Lose Trust and Credibility · 
1 Don't in ol e tud t · h · h · · · · v v s en smc angesmt ecorecurncu1a. Wa1tuntiltheyare 
gone for the summer and then have the facult act. 
2 B d c · • • _Y. e e1ens1ve when your policies are questioned. 
3 H Id · c · · . o on to m1ormation as long as possible. Don't tell people when the 
information will be available Wh l 11 h "Th h" 
taketime." · enpeopescream,te t em eset mgs 
4. Ignore student concerns Better et th t th b · · d b• Y , say a ey are emg st1rre up y
upper year students and emb·tt d c It
1 ere 1 acu y.
5. Be as evasive as possible. 
6 If · k · · · . you ma ea mistake, deny 1t. Never admit a mistake. 
7. Ifyou don't have the answers, fake it. Never say "We don't know." 
8. Don't speak English. Aspire to serve pedagogical goals rather than student 
needs, and talk about, 'lines,, and their elimination. 
9. Be a good bureaucrat. Those concerned could never understand the 
complexities involved, and therefore this matter should be handled by those 
who are best equipped to do so. 
I0. Send Dean Filvaroff to address the students at Town Meetings. Let him 
and Marc Hirschfield go at it. 
Reprints: 
The following letters were inadvertently run without the respective author's names in the last issue ofThe 
Opinion. They are now being run in their entirety for the sake of journalistic integrity. 
Understanding the "JAG Corps" Controversy 
Theoriginsofthecurrent "JAGCorps" 
controversy and the motivations behind the 
legalactioninitiatedagaiostSUNYatBuffalo 
are complicated and apparently not widely 
understood. Therefore, I have attempted to 
address some of the misrepresentations and 
misinformation contained in Bill Kennedy ' s 
letter to the editor, published in the October 29, 
1991 issue of The Opinion, in an effort to 
remedy this problem. 
First, the Lesbian and Gay Law Student 
Organization (LG LSO) and the National Law­
yers Guild (NLG) did not and cannot initiate a 
suitagaiosttheJudgeAdvocateGeneralCorps 
(JAGC) or the United States Armed Forces 
(USAF) directly becauseofthe legal require­
mentofstaoding. LGLSOaodNLG decided to 
approach this issue from the perspective of 
state Jaw to meet the standing requirement. 
New York State ExecutiveOrder28. l prohib­
its discrin1ination based on sexualorientation 
in services and benefits provided by state 
agencies; this provided the basisoftheaction. 
However, hundreds ofsuits have been 
filed, and continue to be filed, directly against 
the USAF by lesbian and gay service people 
' 'Semantics, you ' re killing me withse­
mantics!'' So cried Michael Stivik back in the 
early 1970s. Well, now it's my turn. 
Specifically, I would like to take issue 
with the current use, and misuse, of the term 
''homophobia.'' The term can be likened to 
many otbertem1s in psychological and socio­
logical parlance. It is used to describe a 
condition orattitudethat is within the mind of 
a certain individual. 
In truth, the term homophobia lacks the 
limited validity of the social sciences jargon 
becatise this term, beyond t,he 1deologicaland 
emotional purposes behind it, basno real appli­
cation. Instead, ithasbeen used so extensively 
beyond its intended meaning that it now falls 
into the category ofslur, insult and slang. 
''Phobia'' is defined as ''an exagger­
ated, usually inexplicable and illogical, fear of 
aparticularobjectorgroupofobjects." In this 
sense it seems obvious fuata phobia ofsome­
thing isnotgood; itisasickness ora depravity. 
If this were so , then those deemed 
''homophobic" shouldbeadmitted for psychi­
atric counselling and care. They should exhibit 
a patho logical hatred ofgays, possibly mani­
festing itself in violent, be it verbal orpp.ysical, 
episodes. These cases should be pitied, con­
trolled and opposed by all segments ofsociety. 
Homophobics, in the real sense of the word, 
would be truly dangerous and objectionable. 
Obviously, those who are deemed 
homophobic should be treated in the same 
manner as bigots and racists. Homophobics, by 
defrnition, are thosewho fit the abovedescrip­
tion, however, this is increasinglynotthe case. 
Instead,advocatesofthegayrightsmovement 
have taken to labelling all those who for any 
reason or purpose oppose their goals as 
homophobics. 
Wbatmaoysupportersofgayrightsseem 
to have forgotten is that until very recently vast 
and overwhehning portions ofsociety viewed 
gaysasdepravedandobjectionablecreatures. 
dishonorablydischargedorotherwisediscrim.i­
nated against by the USAF because of their 
sexual orientation. 
Second, LGLSO and NLG were suc­
cessful in our legal action against SUNY at 
Buffalo. SUNY at B1lffalo has exercised its 
option to appeal the order issuedon September 
19, 1991, by the Division of Human Rights, 
OfficeofLesbia.nandGayConcerns. Enforce­
ment ofthisorder has been stayed·pending the 
outcomeoftheappeals procedure. 
Third, ifand when theorder is en forced 
at SUNY at Buffalo, all employers who dis­
criminate based on sexual orientation will be 
barred from interviewing on campus, notjust 
theJAGCorpsortheUSAF. ThefactthatUB 
law students will no longer benefit from the 
convenience ofon-campus interviews with the 
JAG Corps does not in fact result in any lost 
opportunities. Syracuse U oiversity Law School, 
for example, has a long-standing ban against 
the JAG Corps. Notwithstanding this ban, 
which includes a prohibition against any JAG 
Corps literature, posters, a.pplicationsor infor­
mation, three to five students per graduating 
class have secured jobs with various JAG 
Corps branches in each of the last few years. 
Last year, four UB Jaw students gained em­
ployment with the military upon graduation. 
When JAQ Corps is banned from UB, 
those students who want to pursue employment 
in the military will be in the same boat as all 
the students who currently seek public interest 
jobs. Those who seek public interest careers 
have no other choice but to ex pend their own 
resources and travel to interviews. Theoppor­
tunity for military employmentdoesnotdisap­
pearwhen theJAGCorps isrequired tocooform 
to New York State Law. 
Fourth, the LGLSO and the NLG legal 
action against SUNY at Buffalo, is part of a 
national effort to force the Department of 
Defense(DOD)torescind Directive 1332.14, 
which prohibits lesbians or gay men from 
serving in the military. According to the July 
1991 reportoftheACLU's Lesbian and Gay 
Rights Project, 77 colleges and universities, 
both public and private, report efforts to ban 
military recruitmentand ROTC programs un­
til the military changes its discriminatory 
· policy against lesbians and gay men. The 
ACLU report is only a sampling of all the 
Thoughts on Homophobia 
Objections to homosexuality were believed to 
be the rational moral viewpoints of decent 
society. Gays were the deviant ones; it was 
their conductand lifestyle that needed defend­
ing and explaining, not that ofthose who ob­
jected to it. In the past thirty years all of that 
has been turned on its head. 
Today. any opposition to homosexuality 
is regarded as wrong and immoral. It is gener­
ally regarded that anti-homosexual views may 
only stem from such deviant mental states as 
"phobias." lam firmlyoftheopioionthatthis 
is not the case. 
Therecan beno doubt, as1havealready 
stated, that those who manifest truly 
homophobic tendencies should becondemned. 
Modern society should have no place for mon­
sters who derive pleasure from the pain of 
others. However,gayrightsadvocatesdonot 
limit their objections to the actions of just 
thosedeviantpersoos. Nordotheyreservetheir 
verbal ireandcriesof' 'homophobic'' for those 
who truly deserve it. 
The gay rights movement clearly has no 
purpose other than to have the gay lifestyle 
deemed to be as acceptable and desirable as 
' 'normal" orheterosex uallifesty !es. What is 
important is to admit that there are possible 
objections to this goal, whichare not rooted in 
homophobic reactions. It is on this point that 
I believe the line between homophobics and 
opponents to gay rights has been blurred. 
That homosexuals deserve the right to 
be free from verbal or physical harassment is 
without question. Any who would disagree 
with this surely require stricter scrutiny to 
determine where their intentions lie. Human 
beings qua human beings are free to choose. 
Though they may also be held accountable for 
their actions, the right to choose is the most 
fundamental rightofhumanexistence. Homo­
sexuals should, andmust, be allowed the free­
dom to choose whether to live as homosexuals 
orsuppressthatwhichiswithin them. In tinles 
past, this choice was liable to punishments as 
severe as those reserved for murderers. Fortu­
nately, in today's society most have come to 
recognize that homosexuality must not be a 
criteria for meting out societal retribution. 
However, what isn't clear and indisputable is 
whethergaysare free frommoral compunction 
for exercising their right to be gay. 
Homosexualsdonotdeserveanytypeof 
societal penalty for choosing to live as they 
live. What remains to be seen is whether the 
restofsociety must fall in line and support all 
ofthegoalsofthegayrightsmovement. There 
must be room f6f dc'-"tP. and opinion, and, 
above all, the recogn that those who op-
pose the rights of h ;exuals are not all 
homophobic. 
It is lunacy to claim there is absolutely 
no rational ormoral reason to oppose some, if 
notall, ofthe gay rights movement. Religious, 
societal, and moral convictions may easily 
preclude such supportwithout falling into the 
category of' 'exaggerated, illogical, or irratio­
nal fear." For centuries, someoftlle greatest 
thinkers mankind has ever known have been 
finnly opposed to homosexuality. 
Many ofthe greattlleologians and phi­
losophers 9fWestem society have opposed 
homosexuality upon moral and religious 
grounds. For centuries these views were the 
pillars ofWestem hatred and condemnationof 
homosexuality. Though these men may have 
been influenced by their times, their objec­
tions to homosexuality arenotthe products of 
phobic minds,but rather the disseminations of 
sophisticated discourse and analysis. 
Fortunately, we no longer live in an era 
in which we a.re forced to obey the dogma and 
policies laid down by these men, however, it 
does intelligent discourse a disservice to merely 
brush aside those who still adhere to these 
principles as being merely homophobic. It is 
very possible that many ofthem are, but it is not 
necessarily always the case. To label these 
challenges to DOD Directive 1332.14 cur­
rently undertaken by students and activists 
across the country. 
These efforts individually and collec­
tively do have an effect on the military. Ac­
cording to Marilyn Miller, Placement Director 
at Syracuse University Law School,' 'the ban 
has had a tremendous impact on theJA G Corps. 
They know they a.re missing good people and 
they are_y.ery frustrated ." Evan Wolfson,staff 
attorney at LambdaJ •'~al Defense and Educa­
tion Fund, believes that the military will be 
forced to change its discrinlinatory policy 
within the next two years becauseofthenation­
wide challenges and the lack o flo gical reasons 
to support its continuation. Furtller, Pete Wil­
liams, Assistant Secretary of Defense, was 
recently ''OUTED" a;:; agayman,againcall­
ing attention to the military's selective and 
arbitrary enforcementofits own policy. 
Hence, the legal action by LGLSO and 
NLG is making a.difference. 
Brenda.A. Mattar 
President, LGLSO 
people homophobic is to do notiling but pre­
clude the opportunity for rational debate upon 
this serious subject. 
Especially with the increasing terror 
that the AIDS epidemic is causing, refusing to 
distinguish between the roving gangs of 
skinhead'' fag bashers'' and those who ratio­
nally and thoughtfully oppose gay rights is to 
declare the debate on the moral status of 
homosexuality effectively foreclosed. Refus­
ing to meet opposing viewpoints head-on is 
always dangerous. It is even more so now; 
resorting to smear tactics against all people 
whodonotagreewitbyourviewpointcanonly 
fuel the fires ofhatred that certainly still bum 
within the hearts ofmany. 
By labelling any and aU who oppose, or 
fail to support, the gay rights movement 
homophobics, homosexuals are doing nothing 
less than attempting to force the uncondjtional 
surrender of western society's fundamental 
moral and religious beliefs. Conducting argu­
ment with insults of "homophobic" is no 
better than brushing aside opponentsbased on 
race, color, creed, or sexual preference. 
The Federalist Society, often ridiculed 
and even despised by many students and stu­
dentorganizations, in some instances deserv­
edly so, does at least provide for the airing of 
free and open political and moraldiscussions. 
It remains to beseen ifthemembersofthe gay 
rights movement, who like to think of them­
selves as being on the highermoral plane, will 
be willing to openly discuss fundamental is­
sues and policies without resorting to merely 
bandying about the slur' 'homophobic.'· Only 
then may the slow and painful process of 
determining the rights of homosexuals, in a 
society which has traditionally opposed such 
rights, begin . It will begin when thosewhn lead 
the gay rights movement, and those that oppose 
it, recognize that intelligent people may dis­
agree about controversial and difficult issues. 
Douglas Sylvester, IL 
We've GotToAsk Ourselves Some Qu~stions... . 
by Mike Fallon States, focused on the number one problem The rapper/producer's themewasuruty. Parker also addressed ~e educat10nal 
IfNatalie Merchant had been speaking facing the world today: CSDS. "Common "Theblack/white fight is old" said Parker, "it system. ' ·Everything 1s questionable. When 
at Deifendorf I-Iall on November 11th, there sense deficiency syndrome,·· according to ain' t about that any more. McDonald's don't we memorize, we don't intellectualize. When 
wouldnothavebeentwoPublicSafetyOffic- Parker, occurs when you listen to your five carewhatcoloryouare." I-Ieexplainedwhat we don't intellectualize, we assume we_'re 
ersoutsidewhileathirdcruised the parking lot. senses, but not your sixth sc;nse, the conunon the fight is about, arguing that' 'The govern- being told the truth.'' And the truth, accord mg 
ButitwasKrisParker, KRS-1 ofBoogieDow11 sense. AIDS, which many students had thought ment is not racist, it is greedy. " He urged to Parker, is thin. "Lies a.re thick ... they come 
Productions fame, who brought his brand Of to be today's numberoneproblem, occurs as a people to get together to fight the power. '' If with long explanations. That· s why they teach 
"edutainment" to UB. resultofCSDS. "Whenyougobareback[don't Y?ur pro-black struggle does not fall in line you 'history' for twelve years." 
Parker'sdiscussion,his 105thinanation use a condom] it[AIDS] is going to get you. withthepro-humaostruggle,thenyou 'rejustas KRS-1 'sbriefvisit,hehoped, would get 
wide tour of44 universities across the United This is due to CSDS. • · wrong as the pro-white struggle· ' Parker said. people asking the right questions. 
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From the Desk of the 
President 
by Brian P. Madrazo 
extremely unlikely, practically a nonexistent CONSTITUTION: 
possibility, that this Board or any future Board 
OnTuesday and Wednesday, November will vote to not fund R & I at four dollars per 
19 and 20, 199 l the student body ratified the student. However, what happens ifthe bill is 
Board ofDirectors' proposed Amendments to ten dollars per student, or roughly one seventh 
the Student Bar Association Constitution by a ofouroperating budgetandroughly one third of 
voteofone hundred forty (140)to twenty-five our allocations to student groups. That is when 
(25). The Ratified Amendments will be en­ the decision gets difficult. 
acted on January 1, 1992. Each student group Look for a town meeting on this issue 
will get a copy ofthe Constitution and a copy next semester. · Give the SBA your views, 
will be on file in the SBA office, room 10 l preferably in writing, and look for more info in 
0 'Brian Hall. The Opinion. but please do not accuse us of 
I would Like to thank the editorial board trying to takeaway R& I fromthestudentbody. 
ofTheOpinionforthemanyhoursotbardwork You elected us to oversee the use of your
they put in to ensure that the copy of the mandatory student fees and we are attempting 
proposed Amendments which appeared in the to do so in as thoughtful and deliberate a 
LastissueoffheOpinion wasabsolutely accu­ manner as possible. 
rate. I would also like to thank Oren Zeve for Movingon... 
his countless hours ofwork on the Constitution PARTY:and the Board for their energy in bringing the 
On Thursday November 14, 1991 theproposed changes to the student body. Finally 
SBA in conjunction with LALSA threw itsI would like to thank the students who voted 
finalsocialeventoftheyearattheJAMCLUB. both for and against the proposed changes. 
Although late in the year and the night before Thankyoufortakingthetimetocastyourvote. 
theMPREsmany people attended and danced Movingon... 
up astorm. Turning to next semester, the SBARECREATION and 
is throwing its first party of the semester 
INTRAMURALS: January23, 1992atMulligan'sonHertel. Look 
You will find elsewherein this paper the for more info in the first issue o ffhe Opinion. 
resultsofthesurveyconducted by the SBA two Movingon... 
weeks ago. Thank you for taking thetimeto fill TEACHINGAWARDS: 
out the survey. Itis on file in the SBA office, During our meeting on Thursday No­
posted in themailroomandon thedoorofthe vember 21, I991 the Board voted to award 
SBA. ProfessorsGirthandDelCottoSBAAwardsfor 
Although the survey was not " scien­ Excellence in Teaching. I would like to per­
tific' ' and the data is very rough it is possible sonally congratulate Professors Girth and 
to draw ome broad conclusions. Basically DeICotto and invite the student body to a wine 
there b clearly a misconception as to what the and cheese reception on Thursday December 
purposeofthesurveywasallabout. Todem­ 5th, 1991 inthestudentloungeintheirhonor.
onstrate first let me give you a rundown on They will each be presented with an inscribed 
where the SBA gets the dollars to pay R & I. plaque and a permanent plaque will be un­
Briefly,theSBAisthecustodianofyour veiled. 
mandatory student fee. Currently that fee is Additionally, the Board voted to recog­
thirty-four dollars per semester per student. nize Professor Hyman forhis long andextraor­
Our total operating budget is approximately dinary tenure at UB Law. I would like to 
sixty thousand dollars when you add in the personally congratulate Professor Hyman and 
interest on the mandatory student fees. From also extend the SBA' s thanks for your exem­
that budget the Board of Directors allocates plary service to UB Law School. Professor 
funds to the various student groups, pays for the Hyman will also be honored on Thursday De­
phones in the groups offices, throws social cember 5th. 
events, pays for the accountingofall fee dollars The Board also created a process to 
by Sub-BoardI, Inc., and allocates funds for the nominateprofessorsin the future to be consid­
law student use ofGroup Legal Service. ered for The SBA'sAward for Excellence in 
Additionally SBA last year allocated Teaching. The process will be started in the 
approximately four dollars per student for un­ spring semester ofeach year and all students 
limited access to the R & I facilities located will be able to nominate professors for their 
at Alumni Arena and Clark Gym. This year excellence in the classroom. Although an 
SBA allocated approximately four thousand award need not be given each year, the process 
dollars for R & I services (slightly over four must be completed. It includes a nominating 
dollars per student) but the bill is close to five procedureand town meeting for studen~ to air 
thousand dollars. Further, the Student Asso­ their views. Look for this process during the 
ciation isclaiming thateachgovernmentshould first part ofnext semester. 
pay the same amount per student regardless of Movingon... 
the size ofthe school. SA currently is locked APPOINTMENTSinto a long term contract to allocate two hun­
dred forty thousand doliars per year to R & I. COMMITTEE: 
Basically our revenue is stable. It does Each year the faculty gothrough the long 
notgodownyearto year but on theotherhand and involved process ofattempting to hire new 
it does not go up either. If we increase an faculty . Each year they are tmable to hire 
allocation to one area we must decrease the becauseo fbudget cutbacks. Whatmay not be 
allocation to another. Becauseour administra­ known is that the students have two represen­
tive expenses such as the phones, accounting tatives on the F acuity Appointment Commit­
fee, allocation to Sub-Board I and SASU fee of tee who have been working to let the faculty 
thirty-two hundred dollars per year are either know what students expect from faculty. 
fixed or will only go up, the only place left to This year there is a real possibility that 
cut is our student group allocations. anew pro fessormay be hired. Third ye-m will 
Adecisionto fundR&lmoremeansless remember that during our first year potential 
money allocated to student groups. The ques­ candidates were brought to Buffalo and were 
tion becomes at what point does the allocation introduced to students viabrown bag lunches. 
to R & I outweigh its benefit, at five dollars? Well this year the same sortofthing is going 
at eight dollars per student? at twelve dollars to happen but the candidates are being brought 
per student? To makeaninformeddecision the in after Thanksgiving. I'll just let you reflect 
SBA needsinfom1ation from the student body on that timing for a moment. 
and a variety ofother sources. Regardlessofhow inconvenient the tim­
Therefore the survey is just one of a ing is it is crucial that students attend these 
series ofsteps the SBA will be taking prior to gatherings. Go as a study break orto just blow 
a decision on this to gather information. It is offstudying, but by all means go because it is 
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SBA: Up Close & Personal 
by NatalieA. Lesh, BLtSiness Manager 
Once again, there is relarive quiet on effectively be wasted if smoking were to be 
the homefront. After nearly four hours of allowed, he continued, as the carpet and 
debate on the issue ofcompensation (See furniture would again need to bede-smoke.d. 
Article V ofthe newly ratified SBA Consti­ Scott argued that, "The burden is clearly on 
tution) which bitterly divided the group two the administration to come up with a Slilu­
weeks ago, the most recent SBA meetings tion," and that i fthe SBA were to temprari ly 
seem dull in comparison. A few issues of allow smoking in the first floor lounge, the 
particular importance to law students have administration wouldceaseitseffon to find 
arisen, however, and, as always, the SBA has a place for smokers. He also stressed the 
zealously debated them. Unfortunately, fact, as did First Year Director Kristin Gra­
most of these issues will not be resolved ham, thata majority o flaw students are non­
until next semester. smokers, and that they wouldnotwantto use 
At the November 14 meeting, Second the first floor lounge if smoking were al­
Year Director ErikMarksmadeamotion to lowed. 
temporarily allow smoking in the first floor Finally, President Brian Madrazo in­
lounge until a permanent smoking lounge is formed the group that when the fourth floor 
designated. As most students may already loungewas taken by the administration to be 
know, the fourth floor·' lounge'' ( that is to converted intoacomputerroom, they agreed 
say, hallway) is repeatedly disassembled by to find another place in the law school for 
various staff members with offices on that smokers. In the meantime, Brian arranged 
floor. Obviously, this is not a solution that for the temporary smoking "lounge" on the 
will have much longevity. In fact, work fourth floor, which is presently being re­
orders forthepermanentremovaloffurni­ moved. Briantold the group thathehas been 
ture for the lounge have been turned .in and putting pressure on the administration to 
will be acted upon at any time. Erik strongly find a place for smokers since the deal was 
argued that in the absence ofa designated made, and will continue to do so until they 
smoking area, smokers will feel free to keep their part ofthe bargain. 
smoke anywhere. The vote on Erik's motion was not 
A few directors echoed Erik' srequest surprising: it failed, 5-9. While this result 
for the temporary useofthe first floor lounge. may b~ agreeable to non-smokers, it is un­
Third YearDirectorSabbySantarpiastressed fortunate that a minority of the student 
that smokers have nowhere to go rightnow population (smokers) mustsufferbecauseof 
and that sending themoutsideisnota viable the lack ofresponsibility on the partofthe 
solution, given the harsh reality ofwinter in administration to resolve the problem. 
Buffalo. Second Year Directors Michael Briefly, other issues with which the 
Radjavitch and Hank Nowak also took a SBA will be grappling next semester in­
strong position with regard to this issue, clude the current grading system and the 
arguing that the smokers in theirconstituen­ new registration process. All of the direc­
ciesdeserved aplaced to smoke, and thatthe tors welcome suggestions from their con­
first floor lounge is theonly possible tempo­ stituents as to both ofthese issues. 
rary solution. Hans Tirpak, a Third Year Before ending this finalreportofthe 
Director, reminded the group that,' 'These semester, I feel compelled to share some of 
people don't have the option ofnot smok­ my moregeneralobsevationsaboutthe SBA. 
ing,'' and therefore that they must begranted As I have noted before, I have been critical 
the use ofthe first floor lounge. ofthe group. Yet, during thesemester, Ihave 
Most of the class directors were not come to appreciate the time they dedicate 
convinced by these arguments. Leading the to trying to make UB Law School a better 
pack were Second Year Director Scott place for students. I believe that their job 
Rudnick and Third Year Director Marc would be much easier if everyone took one 
Hirschfield. Bothmen argued thattheprob­ minute to let them know how they feel with 
lem ofdesignating a smoking lounge was for regard to the issues on the agenda (usually 
the administration to resolve, not the SBA. postedoutsideoftheSBAoffice) . Hey-they 
Marc claimed that it was "incredible and are our elected representatives and that's 
ridiculous' ' that such a motion was even what they're there for! Finally, I wouid 
made, given the amount ofmoney (about encourage everyone to try to attend at least 
$3 000) spent this semester to refurbish the oneSBAmeetingnextsemester. lt 'sagreat 
first floor lounge. This expenditure would way to become more informed, and you 
can't beat the entertainment! 
important to getas many views as possible on Movingon... 
these candidates. Remember faculty are here FINALLY:
fora tremendously long time and will affectthe 
Remember, we startonFriday,January 
futureofBuffalo Law for better or worse. 
I0, 1992. First SBA party on the23rdand firstMovingon... 
SBA meeting sometime the week ofthe 13th. 
TOTHESTUDENT The SBA will not meet again this semester 
GROUPS: unless it isan emergency session and no direc­
tor will be sitting office hours for the rest oftheJustaquickreminderthattherearesome 
semester. I will be available on a very limited changesinthereimbursingprocedurefornext 
basis the week of December 2-6 and on anyear. Thechangeswillmaketheprocessmuch 
extremely lin1ited basis during finals .quicker but you must be aware ofthem. Stop 
I would like to take this opportunity toby ifyou are unsure, and remember if you are 
thankthemembersoftheBoard fortheirhard aTreasurerwhofailedtocornetotheTreasurer..,s 
work and those students sitting on the various~eeting a few weeks ago then the SBA will not 
Faculty Student Committees for their hardprocess reimbursements until we can meet 
work. I look forward to working with you allwith you. 
next semester. Good luck on Finals and I hope FridayNovember22, 1991 wasthelast 
your holiday season is spectacular.dayto process reimbursement claims for 1991 . 
Until next time.The treasurers were all aware ofthe deadline 
so ifyou do not getyour reimbursement checks 
before finals please raise cain with them and 
not the SBA. 
Knowing you'll be holding your breath ... 
The next issue of The Opinion will appear 
on January 21, 1991. 
( deadline, of course, is January 16) 
The Dilemma of North Versus South 
byKevinP. Collins, Staff Writer Ireland. He spokeofthe human rights abuse~ 
This story is not about the Civil War in in Northern Ireland and suggested that people 
America. Rather, it isaboutadivided country, read the book from the Helsinki Watch Report:
Ireland, and the human rights abuses that are Human Rights in Northern Ireland for further 
occurring in Norther Ireland. On Thursday, information. Hethengaveway to the featured 
November 14, the Hibernian Law Society and speaker.
the Graduate Group on Human Rights pre­ Richard Lawler is an attorney in private
sented feature speaker Richard Lawler. He practice in Hartford, Connecticut. He is a 
was introduced by Michael O'Dwyer, chair­ Vietnam veteran who has served in the Con­
man ofthe Hibernian Law Society. Michael necticut State Legislature, is a former Hart­
O'Dwyerstatedthattheobjectiveoftheforum ford Board o fEducation President, and is cur­
was two-fold: first, to talkabouttheeventsand rently also an Irish Northern Aid official. He 
issues in Northern Ireland; second, to increase spoke ofthe movement toward human rights 
the level of awareness and involvement in and freedoms, of unity, peace ·and justice in 
Northern Ireland. He hoped that this increased NorthernlrelandthroughremovaloftheBritish
awareness would awaken, as he coined it, the presenceandgovemmentinNorthernlreland.
slumbering giant ofIrish-American govern­ He wants to see a coming together ofall Irish 
mental politics to have their voice heard in people for an open democratic forum. 
Washington. He cited a recent poll which Mr. Lawler spoke briefly on the long 
found that 60%o fthe British population favor history ofthis struggle and oppression ofthe 
withdrawal of British troops from Northern Irish people. In 1918, following the uprising of 
Open Letter fron, 
Faculty on Research & 
Writing Program 
To the first-year students: 
Over the past several months, considerable agitation has arisen over the Research 
and Writing instruction forthecurrentfirstyearclass. As faculty who are planning to 
teach an R & W section next spring, we would like to say a few things to clear the air. 
First, we volunteered to teach this course because competent research, analytic, 
and writing skills are important for a lawyer getting started, and beginning to develop 
those skills in the first year makes good educational sense. We are dedicated to and 
enthusiastic about this enterprise. But, let's also remember this school provides many 
different opportunities to develop these talents throughout the three years, in clinics that 
deal with complex legal issues, in seminars, workshops, and independant study, and in 
a number ofcourses that require more than the usual examination. 
Second, while notall ofusare specialists in Research and Writing pedagogy, we 
all have had extensive personal experience in doing research, legal analysis, and writing, 
and in teaching courses involving student writings. As academics, we are constantly 
called upon to evaluate and critique writings. Our experience and sen~itivities in these 
matters are well-tuned. We also know that awareness of the latest pedagogical 
techniques may be less relevant to successful teaching than the ability to inculcate in 
students the standards that have internalized forour own work. 
Third, the program we are replacing involved teaching by lightly-supervised, 
moderately-experienced law students with problems that generally did not require 
exhaustive research. Though effective for many first-year students, itscarcely deserves 
the acclain1 some critics ofthe new program have granted it. It was a good program; 
the instructors were dedicated, serious and often effective. But it was noteither an ideal 
program or one that could not be improved. In fact, in our eyes, having experienced 
faculty as teachers constitutes improvemer-!. 
Fourth, the essenceofgood teaching begins with the faculty members understand­
ing the learning needs and capacities oftheir students and designing their teaching and 
feedback accordingly. We don't need guidelines, a check-list ofessential features or 
a watchdog committee to help us. In fact, to haveo~tside influences intruding bef\Veen 
teachers and students is extremely risky and can be dowmight destructive. 
We understand and empathize with some of the concerns in the recent SBA 
Committee report and will, where appropriate, make them our concerns; but quite 
frankly, each ofus as individual instructors teaching our own materials and inourown 
style will have to work with our students in structuring the course--not with an outside 
committee. 
We are confident we will help our students build good research, analytic, and 
writing skills. Ifweweren 't, we would nothavestepped forward to teach. By the same 
token, we know that at the end of the semester, we will all have ideas about how to 
improvetlre course. In that respect, this course will not bedifferent from any others that 
we teach and constantly adjust and improve with each succeeding effort. 
All we ask now is that our students next semester enter our courses with an 
eagerness to work and learn and without impediments created by unfounded alarms and 
premature criticism. 
Thanks for your consideration. 
Best wishes, 
Lee Albert 








John Henry Schlegel 
Sands with murc votes than MargaretThat1.:her1916, a British (not Irish) a~inistered elec­
ever received. Yet the American and British tion was held and 80% ofthe Irish people voted 
governments will not allow them into anyfor one free Ireland. He mentioned the situa­
talks. Mr. Lawler had the pleasure to spendtion of Joe Daugherty, whu is in prison in 
some time with Sean McBride, the foundcrof America for political, not leg.al, reasons at the 
Amnesty International, who encouraged him request ofGreat Britain. 
to stand up for human rights. Mr. LawlerAccording to Mr. Lawler, the United 
stressed the notion ofrecognizing the tactics States will not •allow a Sinn Fein (an Irish 
used by the British as illegal and for the British political party) spokesperson into America, 
to leave Northern Ireland. He called for thebut will allow drug off enders, racists, murder­
Irish and Americans to demand human rights iners and known terrorists within its borders. 
Ireland.Sinn Fein is a legal party in Northern Ireland, 
Part of the problem described by Mr.but the British troops harass party members, 
Lawler is the lack of Associated Press and beatthem,andeven murder those elected. Sinn 
United Press International correspondents inFein is allegedly not allowed on the airwaves 
Northern Ireland. The British ban on suchor into talks because ·it will not openly re­
reporters leaves all news releases in the con­nounceviolenceand theIrish RepublicanArmy 
troloftheBritish. Mr. Lawlerendedhisspeech(IRA). Thereisevenabill in the U.S. Congress 
by strongly stressing the hope that people willtoprohibitirish born citizens from speaking in 
be active in Irish rights and inall human rights. America concerning human rights abuses in 
An informative question and answerNorthern Ireland, by penalty ofincarcerationor 
session followed where Mr. Lawler expressed deportation. HecitedDr. Martin Luther King's 
his belief that the Republic of Ireland (thestatement that if one person's human rights are 
South)could incorporate Northern Ireland. Aviolated, all ofour human rights are violated. 
student suggested that perhaps discontentment Irish Northern Aid runs programs where 
with IRA tactics is leading to apathy in South­people can spend two weeks in the summer 
ern Ireland. Mr. Lawler responded that apathy living with a family in Northern Ireland. Mr. 
leads to subservient feelings as in the slave­Lawler told of how he has been in Northern 
master relationship. Mr. Lawler closed byIreland and has witnessed people murdered at 
stating that, as ofnow, there is no internationalhis side, good friends shotatpoint blank range 
pressure on Britain to resolve the matter and with plastic bullets. He wants people to real­
that the British claim that this is an internalize that this is a totalitarian, despotic, mili­
matter. The answer to the Northern Ireland tant, Nazi-like state in Northern Ireland. The 
situation may be found here, through interna­British soldiers shoo tat young males, ages 16 
tional pressure and United Nations interven­to 21, at close range with plastic bullets that 
tion. Until such time as an answer is found,travelatover100milesperhour. Mr. Lawler 
human rights atrocities continue in Northernreferred to the judicial system as kangaroo 
Ireland and a nation stands divided into North courts used to convict people that the British 
and South.want to get rid of. 
Sinn Fein wants to start peace talks 
aimed at human rights. They ele1.:ted Bobby 
LALSA LatinAmerican Food Festival 
LALSA thrilled famished law students and faculty with anc er 
Latin American lunch-time fiesta this past Wednesday. LA; · 
members brought traditional dishes from throughout Latin Amt .,a 
and made them available by the plate full. Anyone willing to part th 
thenominal$3 feewas treatedtoa variety ofvegetableandmeatdis1 s. 
In addition to the many students taking advantage ofthis opportu ty 
to enjoy an edible lunch, Dean Filvaroff and Professor Schlegel 
stopped by to grab a bite. The monies collected from this fund-raiser 
will be donated to the International Law Society for next semester's 
conference. 
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Captain's Log: 11/03/91 Populace offered little orno resistance as the 
There is a large ves ·el wallowing in top-heavy Democracy stripped the larger but 
thetroughsofthehigh seas. A heavily laden unorganized schooner o fits pride and engine 
craft that has grown too lax for its own good, and left only the figurehead standing on the 
riding low in the water and forever cleaning bow. Restored to its former position, the 
its bilge, the U.S.S. Democracy sails like a Democracypaid thePopulaceno heed and in 
stuck pig. A porcinecrew is forever despoil­ fact, ran over some ofthe unfortunates that 
ing the ship in aravenou feast that guts the were being towed behind that ship. It is a 
supplies and leaves the empty bulk to search phenomenon that works in cycles, with the 
the waters for prey too ineptto getout ofthe Democracy requiring an act ofself-immola­
Democracy's plodding path. The ship isan tion by ships as disorganized as the Populace 
affront to its former self. Surviving on its every two years, and thePopulace swearing 
former glory, the ship only overcomes ob­ that for the next attack, it will be ready. I have 
stacles it carefully selects for maximum often heard the sel (same rallying cheer and 
effect. Watching the decline of this once it is fittingly called the "Battle Cry of the 
proud steamer weighs heavily upon my heart. Losers.'' 
The captain of the ship, a certain 
Woody Maine, hasn't been seen outside of .Captain's Log: 11/06-08/91 
his own mess in the past fifteen years. That We've put into port at James Bay of 
was fora voteofconsciencethatgripped the Fundraising. I ventured to the top ofJimmy 
entire Democracy after a near brush with Cliffto insure that there will beno unseemly 
that nefarious marauder Tricky Dick interruptions of the R&R I had given my 
Nickson. It was only byjumping immedi­ crew. Whileon the lookoutfortroublenews 
ately into a bout with tum of the century reached me that a competing ship had let its 
romanticism that the Democrao·was ab le crew onto the same port for a sintilar but 
to salve its communal conscience by choos­ lesser known rest called R&W. Throughmy 
ing someone everyone knew wasn't fit for telescope I could see a lean figure trying to 
the job. The Democracy immediately rec­ direct a group ofstrong minds connected by 
tified that error and voted itselfa morato­ weak links in a sequence ofinstructions. The 
riumonmoralsandmortgaged the future for motley crew was jumping through a series of 
a ten year non-stop Mardi Gras. Buttheship hoopsundertheencouragingshoutsof''Isn't 
hadbegwlto founderandlo' itsprawledinto this challenging?'' and'· Job offers cometo 
my contemplation in a fat and petulant w1iquepeople!" and "Who said this isn' ta 
humor. My crew itches fortheopportunity designatedsmokingarea?" Moreoftenthan 
to take the ship for all its plunder. Although not the crewmembers became bored at the 
the ship bas been neglected it is still a game and tried to wander in search ofgainful 
tempting prospect, for ifhalfthe fablesofits instruction. 
riches are true, should we succeed in taking I recognized the leader as the White 
the ship we'd be sitting pretty in Patagonia Plumed Profit, a man ofunique stature and 
inside a fortnight. otherwisemoderatetalent. Hewastryingto 
Using extensive seacharts forrefer­ create support for his rigorous program of 
encel plotted an intercept course for the sea mental calisthenics consisting of reading 
cow, or manatee as the crew had come to and then talking about the reading followed 
callourobject, and prayed for good weather. by small group "warm-fuzzy'' sessions, but 
There could be bloodshed for the firsttime the listlessness in his crew was evident even 
in a decade on the bow ofthe Democracy. from my own distant vantage point. After 
severalhours ofvainly trying to inspire his 
Captain's Log: 11/05/91 wards, the White Plumed Profit drove them 
Therehavebeenrumblingsbythecrew onto the dock and one by one cast them into 
that the support shown the manatee have the lagoon in a sink or swim lesson. Unfor­
robbed theshipofits vigor,makingitscrew tunately, the lagoon waspopulated by hungry 
too lethargic to support an active vessel on sharks clad in ivy who were more adept at 
the merchant waters. A the captain of a maneuvering in the crew 'snew-foundenvi­
ship thatsurvivesonplunder I know that the ronment. It became a bloodbath. I immedi­
Democracy cannot afford to maintain the ately checked the end ofmy telescope and 
habits of a wastrel on a spendthrift trust found a leaf on the lens, so those sharks 
when it destroys more than it retains. Today couldn't have been inan Ivy league, ifyou 
the manatee chanced upon the luckless ship mind-numbed individuals can guess my 
identified as the U.S.S. Populace. In a meaning, so I rested easier that night know­
gesture tlat is as old as ailing itself the ing I wasn 'tsuffering from hallucinations. 
Coming of age in the SO's with 
''Man in the Moon'' 
by Renee Walner 
The film ''Man intheMoon ''marks the 
latest entry into the "coming ofageduring the 
fifties" genre, and though well-intended, ulti­
mately falls short in emotional resonance. 
"Man in theMoQ11 "tells the story ofthe 14-
year-oldDani who ison thevergeofbecoming 
areal beauty . Dani(Reese Witherspoon) feels 
she is inadequate when compared to her beau­
tiful older sister Maureen (Emily Warfield), 
whom she deeply admires. Dani is aware of 
Maureen's poise and confidence and regards 
her sister's easy relatiOJ?,Ships with boys with 
a mixture ofenvy and wistfulness. 
Love seems to be especially on young 
Dani's mind, perhaps incited by long hours of 
listening to Elvis' crooning. Ifsnotlong before 
she considers herself in love witthe new good­
looking l 7year-old,Court(JasonLondon), who 
moves nearby. Dani is unconcerned about their 
age difference, though Court is certainly aware 
of it. Their acquaintance develops into a 
friendship, though Courtis uneasy when Dani 
shows signs of thinking it is more. Things 
change when Court meets Maureen and both 
characters feel an instant attraction for each 
other. 
The film becomes even more predict­
able when oneo fthecharacters suffers a tragic 
accident. This incident is an example of 
blatantplotmanipulationandseemscontrived 
and overwrought. The end result lacks any 
genuineness. However, the film may have a 
greater effect on younger audiences, as was 
evidentbytheuncontrollablesobbingofarow 
ofteen-age girls during the movie. 
''Ma11 in the Moon·' does a fme job of 
eliciting strong performances from the actors, 
yet it seems like it would have been more 
effective as a short story rather than a film. 
Though the film effectively establishes its' 
premise, the interaction between the charac­
ters seems to never go beyond the surface. 
·'Manin the Moon "doeshaveacertain 
gentle, laconic appeal and marked the debut of 
a number of fme young actors, most notably 
Reese Witherspoon and Jason London. 
DarkMarbles Roll Where They May 
Putting Buffalo on the Global Scene 
by Joi Carey 
The International Law Society (ILS) is 
concluding the preparatory arrangements nec­
essary to host an International Law Conference 
at the SUNY at Buffalo chool of Law on 
February28thand29th, 1992. Thefocusofthis 
conference will be the internationalization of 
the law, emphasizing the practical realities of 
conducting business on a transnational level. 
Primarily, it will provide an overview ofthe 
global market economy as well as -pecifically 
address current issues regarding the interna­
tional community. The conference program 
willconsistoftwoday ofpanel ·e- ion and 
workshops, several receptions, a closing din­
ner, and an American Bar Association presen­
tation on career possibilities in the interna­
tional legal arena. 
The National Hi panic Bar As ociation 
has joined forces with the ILS, and although 
they will be running a separate progran1, both 
groups are combining their efforts to enhance 
much ofthe already e tablished agenda. The 
IL is also working closely with the lnterna-
tional Law Students Association, the Ameri­
can Society of International Law, and the 
N.Y.S.B.A. and theA.B.A. International Law 
and Practice Sections. 
ILS fund-raising efforts have been very 
successful thus far this semester: a Ford 
Foundation Grant has beenapproved for over 
$2,000.00, Sub-Board I, Inc. has accepted a 
proposal to make available a donation of 
$1,000.00, theCanada-U .S. Legal Studies Cen­
tre hasagreed to sponsor the Keynote Speaker, 
LALSA iscontributing$300.00and the Hiber­
nian Law Society is donating at least $150 .00. 
Any other, tudent groups or organizations in­
terested in the funding aspects ofthis confer­
ence should leave a note in mailbox #38 or 
#204. 
Registration tables will be set up in 
0'Brian Hall early next semester. There will 
bea registration feeof$15.00 for l JR students, 
with a cparate lee fortheclosing dinner. The 
registration tee will include two receptions 
with refreshments, l\vo coffee breaks, one con­
tinental bre-akfast, entrance to all ofthe panels 
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byKevinP. Collins, Staff Writer 
The setting was Friday night, or more 
precisely, early Saturday morning, November 
8th,attheContinental, locatedat212 Franklin 
Street. The curtain rose and on stage was the 
three-piece band, Dark Marbles. The Dark 
Marbles line-up includes first year law student 
(stage named) Yod Crewsy, as lead vocalist 
and guitarist, and Pete DiBiasio on bass, with 
brother Dave DiBiasio on drums. From the 
opening song until thelastencore, the crowded 
dance floor teemed with swaying bodies trying 
to keep up with the music. Those swaying 
bodies included a numberofUB law students, 
mainly firstyears(thoseofus who know Yod's 
real identity). 
The DarkMarbles, an independent and 
self-promoted band, are led by Yod Crewsy, 
who recently appeared at the SBA Halloween 
Party as Devo, and was later seen attending 
Civil Procedure class as himself. Yod de­
scribes the band as a basic rock trio that plays 
original music. When the powerful three­
piece band is not playing originals, they do 
covers ofsuch groups as R.E.M. Yod further 
classified the band's sound as goodalternative 
music; they are guitar-based with no synthe­
sizers or drum machines--a fresh return to 
original sound. The Dark Marbles' musical 
influences include The The, Velvet Under­
ground TheWhoandTheJam. 
and workshops and printed career information. 
A detailed conference agenda will be avail­
able early next semester, watch theILS bulle­
tin board forupdates. 
In addition to the panels, the ILS is proposing 
a graduate symposium to address the need for 
educational refom1 with respect to interna­
tional stt•dies and programs. The ILS will be 
accepting research papers on this subject until 
February 7, 1992. Papers that are submitted 
will be sent to a selection committee which 
will determine those papers to bepresented at 
the Conference. All of the submitted papers 
will be available during the Conference, and 
the papers that are presented will be entered 
into a competition for publication in the Inter­
national Law Journal that is currently being 
formed at UB. Please submit papers to: 
International Law Society 
SchoolofLaw,O'BrianHall 
SUNY at Buffalo Amherst Campus 
Buffalo, New York 14260 
(716)636-2781 
Yodis a former membero fTheJacklords, 
a band that opened for Roy Orbison and also 
playedtheUBSpringFestin 1988. Theopening 
act for Dark Marbles was The Huge Hefners, 
also a three-piece band, who played some 
inspiring music as they raced across the stage 
in their satin bathrobes. Despite rumors that 
their bass playeris leaving town for the West 
coast, Dark Marbles will undoubtedly reap­
pear in the near future. Along the lines ofthat 
rumor mill, it has beenheard that another first 
year law student atUB will join the band to fill 
the vacant bass player position. Whatever the 




continued from page 1 
everything will be fme. But it's worse. There 
is rationing in Moscow, the first time since 
World War II, and the feeling is the rest ofthe 
world doesn't care.'' Pozner called for eco­
nomic aid at all levels to see Russia through the 
winter and beyond. He said that the Soviet 
Union is essentially dead with the various 
republics declaring their independence but 
that Russia is still the largest nation in the 
world and one of the richest in natural re­
sources. With a sense ofinevitability Pozner 
stated that Russia will become an economic 
superpower as it once was militarily and that 
the peoplewon'tforgetthosewho aided them 
during their moments of hardship. Pozner 
asked for aid akin to the personal items sent by 
Americans during World War II directly to 
Russian fan1ilies. · 'The world, especially 
America, has to show that it cares. From now 
to March is the decisive time for Russia.'' 
Poznerc!aimed that the Russians may become 
so discontent that they would elect a fascist­
leaning in div idual into the presidency. · ·We 
have our own David Duke in Russia. Just as 
scary, if not more so. He received 9 million 
votes in the last national election.'' 
Pozner related a conversation he had 
with a person whom he termed· 'educated.'' 
They had been talking about the worsening 
situation in Russia and the individual had 
termed it a Russian problem that had to be 
worked out by the Russians. Poznerresponded 
that "countries are not like ship or fish. They 
don't sink or swim. They don't go belly-up. 
They survive --and they remember. Russia can 
go either way. It depends upon the rest ofthe 
world." 
Mr. Pozner appeared on can1pusas part 
ofthe Distinguished Speaker Series sponsored 
by Don Davis Auto World. 
After Distinguished Career, DelCotto ''Slows Down'' 
by W F. Trezevant, Staff Writer 
In attempting to write this article, I 
found myselfinaquandry. Namely, how do I 
begin to compartmentalize in words a profile 
ofa man whose legal career has spanned four 
decades? How do I take into account the 
enormous contributions to the legal profession, 
the study oftax law,and thedevelopmentofall 
those around him, students and colleagues 
alike? Finally, how do 1, in the few paragraphs 
that follow, express the deep admiration and 
gratitudeofthelaw schoolcommunity forth:is 
man's service overtheyears? Perhaps a simple 




ing down'' in orderto provide for more leisure 
time to relax, spend more time with his wife, 
and get away from the sometimes harsh win­
tersofBuffalo. He intends to spendsometin1e 
playing golf, "even thoughl'mnotverygoodat 
it.'' Indeed, after a combined career in teach­
ing and practice ofover forty years, Professor 
DelCotto ' s decision is timely. 
He first joined the Law School faculty 
while a practitioner, asa part-time professor in 
1951 andbecameafull-t:imeprofessorin 1961. 
Hissubsequentcontributionsto the Law School 
can only be described as monumental. To his 
credit, Professor DelCotto was on the first 
E.ditorialBoard ofthe Buffalo Law Review. In 
a keynote address in April ofthis year, on the 
fortieth anniversary ofboth the Law Review 
and his tenure here at the Law Schoo 1, Profes­
sor DelCotto reflected, " [I]twassortoflikeon­
the-job training ... there were 18 notes and com­
ments by students in that first Law Review -­
-an outstanding number of notes and com­
ments. That'sasgoodasitsgoingtoget...itwas 
an auspicious start.'' 
Now,asweallknow, fromthatfirstissue 
send-off, the Buffalo Law Review and Profes­
sor DelCotto have risen to national promi­
nence for well considered and scholarly ar­
ticles on various issues in the la\\;, particularly 
tax law. 
For example, there was the letter writ­
ten by Professor DelCotto and Professor Joyce 
to the Supreme Court in February of 1984 in 
which they took issue with some of the Su­
preme Court's language in the case o fDickman 
v,Commissioner,52U.S.L.W.4222(U.S.Feb. 
22, 1984 ). In that letter, Professors DelCotto 
and Joyce outlined their reasons for concern 
over three statements contained in tl1e high 
Court's opinion which,' 'could make Dickman 
a disaster rather than a victory for the Govern­
. ment" concemingthetaxabilityofintrafarnily 
interest-free demand loans. This letter was 
later published as an article in the Buffalo Law 
Review. As the conclusion from that letter 
states, " ... we would urge the Court to remove 
from the Dickman opinion, before it is pub­
lished in the U.S. Reports, the statements 
referred to at the outset of this letter. At the 
least, we would urgethattheCourtmakeclear, 
by footnote orotherwise, thatthe assumption 
made in those statements is not an indication 
that this Courtisoftheview that the lower tax 
bracket child rather than the higher bracket 
parent is taxed under the income tax on the 
income earned on an interest-free demand 
loan.'' The pointofthat letter was simply to 
assisttheCourtinmaking "good,quality law" 
for the nation. 
Additionally, there is the case ofTufts 
v.Commissioner,461 U.S.300(1983)inwhich 
the Supreme Court cited another article by 
Professor DelCotto contained in the Buffalo 
Law Review on the issue of''AmountRealized 
and Basis" for purposes of taxation under 
Section 1001 of the Internal Revenue Code. 
The Court, in this case, cited DelCotto 's ar­
ticle but then stated that their analysis of the 
issue is different thanthe analysis contained in 
the article (a difference Professor DelCotto 
has difficulty perceiving). Nevertheless, 
DelCotto was once again assisting in the de­
velopmentof sound tax law. 
Both of these events are indicative of 
Professor DelCotto's tenure here at the Law 
Professor De/Cotto, a UB Law 
alwnnae, has taught tax law at UB Law 
since 1951. 
Photo courtesy of UB Law Alumni Assn . 
School. Professor De!Cotto has always been 
one to assist in the development ofall those 
around him. During the celebration of the 
fortieth anniversary ofboth the Law Review 
and Professor DelCotto's tenure, Professor 
Joyce said that " [professor DelCotto is] a 
person who was willing to give o fhimself as 
muchashedid.'' lnan interview with Professor 
DelCotto,hecommentedbysayingthatitgave 
him great pleasure to "watch the development 
ofhis colleagues, students as well as himself ' 
through the feedback from interaction with 
people. 
However, Professor DelCotto did not 
limit his activity to the Law Review. He 
likewise orchestrated the developmentofthe 
nationally reknowned U.B. Law School Tax 
Program, which is unusually extensive for a 
law school program. He started when he first 
came to the Law School as a professor by 
teaching a twu semester, three hour course on 
tax law. And as our nation witnessed " the 
proliferation and complication ofthe tax law," 
Professor DclCntto helped develop the spe­
cialized courses on the various aspects oftax 
law and policy. The tax program is one o fthe 
most highly regarded programs here at the law 
School, with many ofthe students completing 
it. This next semester will mark the first time 
in many years that Professor DelCotto has not 
taught a Spring semester course in tax. 
He will be back for the Fall semester of 
next year. In fact, Professor DelCotto, when 
emphasizing that his decision is not a retire­
ment but merely a' 'slow-down," commented, 
'' I like teaching too much ... it has been apart 
ofmy life for so long. Teaching is, along with 
the research and writing aspect, oneofthe high 
points." AsthestudentswhohavebadProfes­
sor DelCotto in class know, he is a vibrant, 
engaging and demanding professor. His ap­
proach is one of'' reading with an eye towards 
questioning and evaluating what you read.'' 
He stated, "no one is more critical than I 
am.. .any lawyer worth his/her salt reads with 
an eye towards criticism. And that is why I 
teach by going right to the source, and construc­
tively discussing what the law says and what 
the law oughtto say. Teaching the law through 
critical analysis of legal doctrine" requires 
students to read closely and fully understand 
the law not only as written, but whether it 
makes sense economically, logically, and in 
termsofpolicy;whichiswhatanygoodlawyer 
must do." As Professor DelCotto's former 
students demonstrate, he has produced many 
''good'' lawyersparticularly in theareaoftax 
law. 
I began by asking how do I begin to do 
justice to Professor DelCotto' s legal career. I 
now ask how do lend knowing that these few 
paragraphs are at best incomplete? Perhaps a 
heartfelt "thank you, best wishes and see you 
around Professor DelCotto." 
Girth Becomes Dean at Georgia State Law School 
by John B.Licata, Editor-in-Chief 
Professor Marjorie Girth has accepted 
the Dean position at Georgia State University 
SchoolofLawinAtlantabeginninginJanuary 
1992. Pro fessorGirth has witnessed dramatic 
changes in the legal teachingprofessionduring 
hertwenty-oneyearsatSUNY-Buffalo School 
ofLaw. 
Initial recruiting by Georgia State was 
interpreted by Girth as further examples ofthe 
''South~n hospitality' ' that had been lavished 
upon her during her stay at Emory School of 
Law. ''But, they soon told me that their dean 
was leaving in June 1991 and they wanted me 
to become their new dean.'' Girth explained 
that during the recruitment process she had 
unanswered questions and discussed them with 
the university president who replied, accord­
ing to Girth in her best southern drawl, 
''Marjorie, wehaveoneaimhere: that you be 
happy." Girth added, "that's a refreshing 
administrative approach. 
Describing her professional evolution 
into education, Professor Girth explained that 
she had intended an international diplomatic 
career but was sidetracked by private practice, 
which she had no intention ofdoing. From 
private practice Girth went into research, not 
intending to go into education. ''Itwas a time 
when a female could work in the law school, in 
the library, ifyou had librarian training,'' said 
Girthinatonethatdidnotdiminishtheefforts 
oflibrarians but clearly showed how unaccept­
able the situation had been. A ft.er a short term 
as Associate Dean at UB, Girth had no inten­
tionofbecoming dean ofalaw school. "Along 
withdeanofthemedicalschool,thosetwojobs 
are the toughest at a university because ofthe 
combination ofdealing with professional fac­
ulty and a university administration,·' said 
Girth. However, Girth 'scareerpath has once 
ProfessorGirth, thefirstwoma11to 
receive tenure at UB Law, leaves for the 
wanner climes ofGeorgia. 
Photo: Michael Radjavitch 
again turned her toward an area she felt she 
could do without. 
Her goals for the student body include 
''creating an environment where students feel 
consistently well served and the faculty is 
encouraged to produce a consistently finequal­
ity product.'· Professor Girth was careful to 
state that she isn 'tleavingUB so much as going 
to Georgia State, 'Tveenjoyed the students at 
this university. In fact one reason I agreed to 
go to Georgia State is that the students there 
remind me ofthe students here at UB.'' The 
law schoo I is approximately ten years old and 
theopportunity to provideherguidanceat such 
a critical stage in educational development 
has proven to be too much ofa temptation to 
Professor Girth. Girth described her educa­
tional philosophy that ''law schools should 
encourage the kind ofcurriculum development 
that is forward looking and not static." Profes­
sorGirth pointed to the present high-profile of 
environmental law and international law as 
two areas that were budding in the 1960s but 
haveoutgrownexpectationsduring the 1970s 
and 1980s. Girth's prediction for the future is 
that schools will have to expand their treat­
mentof-.yhatshetermed ''Elder Law," which 
is experiencing considerable growth through 
demographics but not receiving commensu­
rate attention in the law schools. 
Commenting on the trends in legal edu­
cation she finds troubling, Professor Girth cau­
tioned against too much reliance upon com­
puter searches when doing research. Since the 
nature ofthe computer search is to conduct as 
narrowasearchaspossibletopreventtoomany 
documents from being retrieved it constricts 
the creativity of the reasearcher. "You are 
doing research according to assigned labels 
developed by someone else. This impact on the 
legal profession may not be beneficial,'' ex­
plained Girth. The computer search should be 
used to augment an individual's research but 
notcontrolthescopeoftheproject. lnaddition, 
ProfessorGirth expressed regret that the finan­
cialrealities o flaw school produces a consid­
erable debt on the graduate, diminishing the 
appeal ofpublic interest work. "While our 
students are in school there is a commitment, 
by many, to public interest. But the combina­
tion ofdebt and the repetitive nature ofpublic 
interest work creates a gap the students aren't 
prepared to meet," said Girth. She commented 
that public interest work, while of extreme 
importance to the individual who needs aid, 
has a high "bum out" rate with attorneys 
working a few years then moving on due to 
financial demands ofgrowing families, quest 
forstatusandinsistentdebt. "Rhetoricoutruns 
reality when commitment to public service is 
concerned. The students here have a dedica­
tion to public interest work," but a lack of 
support consistently prevents continued ef­
forts amongst a majority ofstudents. 
Dean Filvaroff commented that, 
''Marjorie Girth's departure is a significant 
loss to the law school. Her contribution as a 
teacher, scholar and colleague are manifold. 
We will all miss her, and ofcourse, wish her all 
the very best in Atlanta." One law student 
commentedthatwithGirth'sdeparture, "con­
tract law at this school has essentially been 
eviscerated. I'mupsetthatth:isschoolislosing 
aprofessorofuercaliber. She'saprofessorwho 
is respected by the entire student body. That's 
rare. Toorare." 
Professor Girth has always been re­
spected for her integrity, consideration ofstu­
dents, dedication, and quiet suffering ofless­
than-dedicated students. Ironically, it is for 
these reasons that she has been recruited and 
will no longer grace the halls ofUB. 
Congratulations 
Professors Girth and 
Del Cotto!! 
There will be a wine and 
cheese party in their 
honoron 
December 5th (First 
Floor Student Lounge.) 
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Recreation and Intramural Facilities Survey & Comments 
Last w1Xk the SBA conducted an infor­
mal survey of the student body to determine 
usage ofthe recreation and intramural facili­
ties locakd at Alumni Arena on the North 
Campus and Clark Gym located on the South 
Campus. Each mailbox was stuffed with a copy 
o ftbe survey reproduced below on Thursday 
November?, 1991. Tbesurveyendedonthe 
following Tuesday at4:00p.m. 
0 bviously there is no way to ensure 
COMMENTS: 
What follows is a survey ofthe comments 
made by those responding. 
YESComments 
I. Don't cut the funds you out of shape 
&%A$#**(( 
2. $4 per student is virtually nothing in 
comparison to the wonderful opportunities that 
may await each and every law student that may 
meander to Alumni Arena or Clark Gym. Youcan 
work out or simply watch the babes do aerobics!! 
Don·tgiveusthe$4 backanddon'tuseit for those 
Federalist handouts. 
3. The use ofthe facilities has been a big 
plus in an otherwise·'no frills" education. Agood 
sanity preserver too. 
4. Are there any organized law school 
intramurals? Basketball, Softball etc. 
5. Ibelievewe should subsidize use ofRec. 
Equip. 
6. All Law Students should be forced to 
exercise, preferably for credit. 
7. I go 6x/wk. 
8. I always see law students at Alumni 
when I'm there(3-4x/wk) Even ifyou don't get 
much ofa response from this survey, I know that 
law students use both gyms. 
9. We don't need another separate fee, 
SBA should pay for this! 
IO. Therecreational facilities area Vitalµut 
of the Law School atmosphere and should be 
funded accordingly. 
11. lfSBAdoesnotpaythisnominal amount 
ofmoney. Itwillcostmemorethanlcanaffordto 
paytosueAlumni. 
12.I use Alumni Arena more than I do the 
Law School. I'd be very upset ifthe Law School 
ceased paying to the use o fit. 
13.Use oftheAthletic Facilities isan essen­
tial part o fa graduate education. Toeabilitytouse 
that gym freely is a very well spent investment by 
the SBA. In addition Law school teams compete 
actively the intramural sports, including soccer, 
basketball and volleyball. 
14.Don'tcutfunding! Please! 
15.Ilikemygym. Iliketoworkoutandthen 
take a good steam bath. Then, without taking a 
shower, I get dressed and return to class.( editors 
comment-World class Comment) 
16. IliveintheGym. Don't cut the funding. 
that no one "stuffed" the deposit box either 
way but the resultsoftbe survey should provide 
this Board with some raw data as to roughly 
bow many people use the gym and the feelings 
ofthe student body regarding the use ofrecre­
ation and intramural facilities. Our survey, 
when coupled with the results of the survey 
conducted by R & I during the last week of 
October, will give us a fairly accurate picture 
ofhow many law students use the facilities and 
RESULTS OFTHE SURVEY: 
1. Did you use the Gym at all? YES-196 N0-2'1 
2. Ifyes,whichgym(s)doyouuse ALUMNIARENA-m CLARK-16 
3. Howmanytimespermontbdoyougo? 
1 time -ll 2 times - 2 3 times -1 
4 times -12 5 times - 2 6times-1Q 
?+times-ill 
4. What is the purpose ofyour visit? check all that apply 
Jogging- 28. Weight Room - !fl 
Pool - !ll... Basketball- ~ 
Volleyball- 11 Exercise Equip- 44 
Racquetball- .61 SteamRoom- JS 






1/2 hour or less ~ 
everything else. Leave us our superior athletic 
facilities for $4, please. 
29. Ruin my unlimited use ofthe facilities 
and I' 11 be very depressed 
30. I don't gettothe gym orpoolhereatthe 
University as often as Iwould like when I use my 
local Community College facility- Ipay $2.50 with 
my U .B. card When I go to a private pool I pay 
$5.00 each visit. $4 per student - for the entire 
semester would sound like a whale o fa deal to me 
and a privilege I would hate to lose. 
31 . Pleasedon'tseverourties with the gym. 
I could not afford to pay on my own and the gym 
is my source ofrelaxation! 
32. Whatever is fair is what we should pay. 
33. It's worth$4 a person for the use ofthe 
gym&tomakeusacohesi~epartoftheuniversity. 
34. Youbetternottakethisawayfromus. Or 
you will~heartheend ofit! 
35.Keeppaying! 
NO Comments: 
I. Whileldon't workoutinAlumniArena 
because it is always too crowded I do participate in 
the Intramural program. Ido not believethatpaying 
$4 per person isunreasonable-in fact I believe that 
the SBA should continue to provide law students 




I's survey which I will getto you as soon as I 
receive it and talk to your constituents. Sec­
ondly I recommend that we have a town forum 
on this issuenextsemester to bear the views of 
the students. Lastly we must consider the 
po~sibility ofareferendum to ratify any action 
with the opportunity to useAlumni Arenaand Clark 
Gym. Perhaps the SBA should try to organize 
things for law students to do there- we are not the 
most fit group ofstudents you could find. And as 
they say you can't have a healthy mind without a 
healthy body! P.S. I do not watch the so-called 
"babes'' do aerobics nor do I support this activity. 
2. Ifindividuals wantto use the gym, they 
should pay a fee. Allstudentsshouldnotbeforced 
to pay for the few people who use the gyms 
3. Thosegymsaresimplytoo for awayand 
too crowded with undergraduates. As our society 
becomes more health conscious we need more 
athletic facilities that are centrally located. 
4. Because the weight room here is usually 
overcrowded I go to a private gym offcampus. 
5. I used the gym 1st semester, but found 
the hours for the pool inconvenient & the weight 
room overcrowded. Also, I live downtown. 
6. Why not an exercise/weight room in 
O'Brian Hall? It would provide a place to get 
exercisewithouthaving tojourney for halfanhour 
to an overcrowded gym? 
7. Even though I do not use the facilities I 
am willing to pay my share so that they are open to 
other than staying at the ~tatus quo. 
I know this is a lot to handle at this 
time of the semester and realistically I do not 
expect you to do all oftheseoreven any ofthese 
things this semester. But please keep this 
memo in the back ofyour mind for the begin­
ning o fnext semester. Ihope to have more to 
report at tre meeting as Iam meeting with the 
R&IBoardofDirectorstodayat 1:30p.m. See 
you at the meeting. 
all law students. 
8. Keep our payment the same or less! 
9. I am a member ofthe Y and do not use 
campus facilities. 
10. Although I don't use the gym now it is 
nice to have it available. 
11. Idon'tuseitatall&neverwill. I'd much 
rather the $4 be allocated to a more critical area, 
such as library hours beginning before 8:00 am or 
more comfortable classroom seating, etc ... 
12.Absolutelynever,I wantmy goddaJn $4 
back! 
13. Although Idon't use the facilities often 
Ilike the fact that lean use them when I want. lam 
reasonably athletic (i.e. I swam competitively in 
college)and knowing that I can get in and use the 
pool anytime isa great comfort. 
14. Note-Iwouldprobablybemoreinclined 
tomake use of the facilitiesifl werenot conuuuting 
from the Southtowns (25 miles). After class & 
work I do not come back up to Amherst. 
15. Commute to UB from Rochester. 
16. No time ,alwaysstudying ordoingsome­
thing related to O'Brian Hall. 
17. I endorse user fees why should I have to 
pay to subsidize other people's cost ofgym facili­
ties. 
18. Ifyou can save money-my money- then 
I'm in favor ofyour doing so- irrespective ofthe 
service ifit is other than education in (squiggle). 
19. We're paying $4.00! Gosh! 
20. Good idea. Let's put this money else­
where. 
21. Though I don't currently use these fa­
cilities, I wantthen1toremain available tome-please 
continue to pay. 
22. Never been to the Gym. Don't know 
whereitis. Sendmy$4.00Back. 
23. I have never usedanyofthe facilities of 
the gym. 
24.Although I myselfnever have the op­
portunity to use the R & I facilities here I think it 
would bea bigmistaketo restrict theotherstudents' 
use. $4 is not that much for everyone to pay. 
25. I used to use it, butit was always over­
crowded and times inconvenient, particularly the 
pool. 
26. Need better Pool Hours. 
17. Do not cut funding! 
18. It is the only time I value formymoney. 
19.I use gym everyday and I want to keep 
on using so don't deny the privilege. 
20.1 use the gym 5days a week religiously! 
Please keep paying the $4 per student.! 
21. For a school this size, the facilities are 
sorely lacking!!! We pay student fees for the 
facilitiesml! westillhaveto pay$ I fora locker even 
ifyou are going to sue it only for an hour or so. If 
you want to usethe Universal equipment you either 
have to rent a key for the day (.50) or you purchase 
one for $5. Where are activities fees going? 
21.CleanitUp! 
22. Please get rid ofFee. 
22.The decision to charge for lockers isnot 
a welcome one. 
23.Howmanytimeslgotothegymamonth 
depends on the amount ofschoolwork I have. The 
number I havecircles forquestions#3 is howmany 
times a month I would like to go. 
24. SAshould not be allowed to arbitrarily 
raise the Law School's contribution/ All students 
undergraduates or graduate should pay the same, 
whether or not they use the facilities more or less 
than others. 
25. Use ofathletic facilities is~impor­
tant, besides being one of the only services we get 
at UB- please continue to provide access. 
26.I do not want to have to pay each time I 
go! 
27. I only go there when I can't go home to 
use my own weights and exercise equipment. 
28.I hope this really is a survey and not an 
attempt to get rid ofthe Alumni fee in an effort to 
save a nominal amount ofmoney. Alumni Arena 
is the only good thing about going to UB Law 
Schoo Jin terms ofvalue. We get shortchanged in 
IA© errln1 T"' 
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An lntervieWY1ith Professor Jeff Blum 
Q:What has been happening with your 
litigation against the university? 
A:Therehasn 't been any answer yet in 
either cow1. But there are motions to dismiss 
the complaint. 
Q:On what ground? 
A:For being too detailed and too vague 
at thesametime. They're using Rules8(a)(2) 
and 8( e )( 1 ), things we don't usually bother to 
teach in civil procedure class because courts 
don't like to waste their time getting involved 
with such trivialities. 
Q :How is it possible for a complaint to 
be too detailed and too vague at the same time? 
Professor Blum disatsses his legal problems. 
Photo: Michael Radjavitch 
A: Anything ispossiblein an attorney's 
imagination. ,.. · 
Q:Do 9i-ey really expect to dismiss the 
complaint with this? 
A:I doubt it. I think their purpose is 
mainly to cause delay. They're using the 
motions todismissasafrailexcuseso they can 
alsomovetostaydiscovery. They'reprobably 
hoping that the judge will just sit on all the 
motions and they can forestall discovery that 
way. 
Q:Have you thought about going after 
them with Rule _11? 
A :Ifs best to let them get way out ofline 
before you do that. I may get around to it 
eventually. 
Q: You'vealsohadachangeofjudges? 
A:In federal court Judge Curtin trans­
ferred the case to Judge Skretny. 
Q:WhydO}'OUthinkthathappened? 
A :Probably because his docket is very 
crowded and after looking at thecomplainthe 
saw this was a very messy case that implicated 
a numberof people he was friends with. 
Q:Does the change worry you? 
A:Ihaveoccasionalparanoidmoments, 
but on the whole it doesn't. 
Q:Whatmakesyouparanoid? 
A :Judge Skretny is reputed to bea"so­
cial conservative.'' This raises fears that he 
could have certain types ofprejudices, and that 
hemightnotbeas big on freedom ofspeechas 
most liberal judges. On the other hand, conser­
vatives usually care about law as an instiiution 
and see it as a positive ideal. An honest 
conservative will be aghast at the thought o fa 
law faculty that sees extreme cynicism about 
law as mandatory forpromotion--becausethey 
confuse it with intellectual superiority--and 
one which puts its cynicism into practice by 
conducting itself internally in a defiantly law­
less manner. 
Q:Is that where we are with UB now? 
A :Yes, as well as being wantonly disre­
gardful of students' futures and immediate 
employability. That should bother Judge 
Skretny too, and make him not want to sweep 
things under the rug. 
Q:I take it you've become disillusioned 
with the critical legal studies leanings ofmuch 
ofthc faculty. 
A:Yes, but the problem exists on two 
levels. Most basically, it's aproblem ofinter­
personal dynamics. Mostofthesenior faculty 
have grown accustomed to passively taking 
directions from Schlegel. So whatever ideas 
Schlegel has--brilliant, wacky, purileorwhat­
ever--are what the Jaw school is going to get. 
That has been going on for quite a while. It is 
how we wound up without areal writing pro­
gram. 
Q:You said there are two levels? 
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is oneofgoing overboard with some tenets of 
legal realism. We try to ·be radical by being 
extreme in our rejection of traditional legal 
education, but all this does is victimize the 
students. Ironically, our students seem to be in 
theprocesso fbecoming partofa fast-growing, 
highly educated economic underclass, and all 
these leftist faculty can thinkabout is their own 
status and salary, as well as their academic 
gamesmanship. 
Q: What do you mean by ''a highly 
educated underclass''? 
A:Weli peopleareobviously bright and 
skilled;they'vebeeninschoolalotofyearsand 
there are very few jobs. And it isn't clear how 
quickly this will change. 
Q:You believe the current changes in 
research and writing at UB may make things 
worse? 
A:It seems likely. I'm really tom. On 
the one hand. I don't want to be in the position 
ofinciting students. I know that would be bad 
for my legal case and possibly bad for trying to 
getfutureteachingjobs. On the other hand, I 
think, what ifI'm successful in the litigation 
and have things under control, but don 'ttryto 
do anything about research and writing and 
things stay like they are. Then I suspect we'll 
have one rich yuppieand260 students who are 
only marginally employable--at best. 
Q:You mentioned faculty· s • 'academic 
gamesmanship.'' What does that mean? 
A:It's mostly to help the!"Jl-selves feel 
superior by victimizing others who don't share 
their outlook. It's also to getridof anyonewho 
throws a wetblanketoverthe party by showing 
that people here really are not brighter than the 
more highly recognized liberal legal scholars 
they condemn. 
Q:So you feel Judge Skretny's most 
crucial role is going to be in deciding whether 
to let discovery go forward? 
A:Yes,oncethetruthgetsout I'll prob­
ably have a very strong case that should settle 
pretty easily--orelse lead to a pretty spectacu­
lar trial. 
Q:ls this why they're trying to avoid 
discovery? 
A:Probably. I think they 'realso trying to 
demoralize me by making me think the law 
doesn't matter because the pow~s that be can 
always rig things so the truth doesn't get out. 
Q:Are there other ways that they're 
puttingpressureonyou? 
A:Yes, the moves for delay are accom­
panied by their making it difficult for me to 
apply for teaching jobs at other schools. 
Q:Whatdo.youmean? 
A:For reasons explained in the com­
plaiht, itismucheasierto apply for jobs at other 
schools when you have a place to come back to. 
Itmakeshiringyoulessofarisk. KenJoycehad 
thought they would be offering that additional 
year just as a way ofmitigating damages. But 
then when the Assistant Attorney General, 
DouglasCream, took over, the focus cameto be 
on trying to make things as difficult as possible 
forme. 
Q:Whatareyou going to do? 
A:I'vemoved for a preliminary injwic­
tionrequiring President Greiner to guarantee 
me an additional year of teaching contract 
after this July. 
Q:Arethereotherthings you 'vemoved 
for? 
A:Yes, an order enjoining defendants 
from taking any retaliatory action against any 
student for supplying truthful information to 
the court. With the gag orders and the faculty 
statement and all, there's an atmosphere of 
intimidation that makes a number ofstudents 
feel their careers could be jeopardized ifthey 
speak out. I've had several students who've 
witnessed some of the defamation say they 
would like to provide me with affidavits but 
they 're petrified about being identified. 
Q:Do you think your problems stem 
mainly from things inside the law schoo Ior is 
the university administration involved? 
A:Initially I think it was inside the law 
school, mostly Schlegel trying to sustain his 
cult leader status by demolishing any junior 
. faculcywhohadoutsidecontactsandshowed _ 
independence. But I think ata certain point he 
may have enlisted Greiner and Provost Levy as 
a way ofguaranteeing there wouldn't be dis­
sent among faculty. He may have done this by 
tellingGreinersomethingsaboutmethatwere 
false. That may have been the source of 
Greiner'sson going around to alumni and tell­
ing them Iwas "ahorrible Canadian professor 
who spends halfofevery class talking about 
marijuana.' ' 
Q:Is this what makes you think the cen­
tral administration might be involved? 
A:That and other evidence in the back 
fifteen pages ofthe complaint. Also, I knew 
David Filvaroffwhen he first got here. He 
seemed to be someone with integrity who 
really believed in freedom ofspee.chandwanted 
to make the law school a better place. Some­
thing seems to have broken his will and made 
him give in to the whole Schlegel routine. 
Pressure from above may have been it. 
Q:Youhope that discovery will enable 
you to sort all this out? 
A :Absolutely. The worst thing for the 
law school and university would be to let 
everything linger so we would have this stench 
ofcorruptionandcoverup. Right now I'm in an 
uncomfortable position ofpublicly insinuating 
thatthe University President and Provost have 
behaved crookedly, butl haven' treally proved 
it. I'dliketodo the discovery, get to the bottom 
ofthingsandeitherprovetheirinvolvementso 
they can vacate their positions, or else make a 
kind ofpublic apology and help to clear the air. 
Q:ArethesethingswhereDeanFilvarofT 
could shed some light? 
A: Yes, and I suspect he might once we 
get to depositions. So far he has been made to 
look awful, a kind ofincompetent fraud who 
doesn'thavethevaguestideaofwhatauniver­
sity is supposed to be about. If it turns out he 
was acting pursuantto pressure from above and 
hemessedthingsupbecausehefeltbadlyabout 
what he had to do, then he starts to look more 
sympathetic. Once he is forced to testify we 






by John B. Licata, Editor-in- Chief 
Professor Jeff Blum's lawsuit 
against SUNY-Buffalo claiming 
violations of his First and Fifth 
Amendment rights under the United 
States Constitution by the faculty and 
the university administration has been 
transferred from Judge Curtin' s docket in 
federal court to Judge Skretny. Judge 
Skretny has assigned the case to a 
magistrate with a hearing scheduled for 
December6, 199I to supervisediscovery. 
On December 9, 1991 Skretny will hear 
arguments regarding defendant's Rule 8 
motions (regarding the lengthandclarity 
ofBlurn'scomplaint). Blurnhasseveral 
motions before the court including a 
Rule65(a)motionwhich wouldguarantee 
Blwn a one-year contract to mitigate 
damagesandaidhisapplicationtoother 
schools. Blum's co-counsel is James 
Ostrowski, Esq., aUBLaw graduate and 
well published libertarian critic of the 
national drug policy. 
Mr. Douglas Cream, Assistant 
Attorney General representing named 
defendants SUNY-Buffalo, Dean David 
Filvaroff, fonner Associate Dean John 
Henry Schlegel, President William 
Greiner,ActingProvostl.evy,DeanAlan 
Carrel, Professors Elizabeth Mensch, 
Alan Freeman, Charles Ewing, and John 
and Jane Doe, said, "Blum's inexperi­
ence in litigation is obvious from the 
many errors in his pleading. The claim 
doesn 'tmeet minimum requirements of 
civil procedure.'' Mr. Cream cited sev­
eral fundamental errors ofcivil proce­
dure in Professor Blum 'sclaim. 
"Blum's inexperience 
in litigation is obvious 
from the many errors 
in his pleading. The 




Among his examples Cream 
pointed to Blum naming New York State 
as a defendant in a federal court (a vio­
lationo fthe Eleventh Amendment grant­
ing states immunity from suit ina federal 
court),namingindividualdefendant'sin 
aNewYorkCourtofClaimswhichhas 
nojurisdiction over individuals and seek­
ing relief for a United States Constitu­
tional issueinacourtthathasnocompe­
tenceover federal questions. "The Elev­
enth Amendment immunity is as basic 
as it gets. The defendants are doing 
nothing more than applying the Federal 
Rules and the U.S. Constitution to the 
complaint initiated by Professor Blum,'' 
explained Cream. Commenting upon the 
allegations of delaying discovery and 
making things difficult for Blum, Cream 
responded that, ''These are perfectly 
normal, everyday motions to make. Pro­
fessor Blum may characterize his igno­
rance any way he wishes, but these are 




Mr. Cream limited his comments 
to the pending motions. "I don't think 
it's appropriate to argue a case on the 
radio or in press releases. I think the 
courtroom is the appropriate forum and 
that's where I'll argue this case.'' 
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AdopteesComeTogether 
byAngelaGott 
Earlier this semester, in The Spectrum bi-racial, older and emotionally disturbed 
classified section, an adopted student ran an ad children have always been available for adop­
looking for other adopted students who are tion but were never ··marketed'' as alterna­
interested in forming a campus-wide group to tives to families which requested white in­
share and discuss issues pertaining to adoption. fants. Foreign oroverseas adoptions, Korean 
Asanadoptee, I wasamemberofanoff­ or Latin American children for example, also 
campus organization called '·Always 1n Me'' became popular. Meanwhile, methods to 
(AIM), which met in a community room above increase fertility replaced adoption for couples 
a bank in Williamsville back in 1975-1978. who now bad to create biological offspring 
AIM was founded by an Orchard Park home­ after all. 
maker who was seeking information about her When fertility programs were unsuc­
biological roots. Once adoptees learn oftheir cessful, surrogate pregnancies developed. The 
status, that fact is ' 'always in them.'' They are biological surrogate mother does know the 
never allowed to forget as they go through life. names,addresses,andcompletehistoryofthe 
Whenever a person comments casually about biological father and his wife and can always 
a "family trait," the adoptee is reminded of trytocontactthatchildonceheorshereaches 
how alone, separate, and excluded she is. When­ legal age. So the surrogate arrangement is 
ever a dentist or doctor asks "family history'' similar to the• • open adoption'' trend. 
questions, the adoptee is reminded that his The "closed records" and "identity 
history begins with himself and is, medically, crisis'' affecting adoptees is largely confined 
a mystery--a mystery that could have a nega­ to adoptees born before the late 1970s, when 
tive medical consequences. the adoption agencies radically rethought 
When a young adoptee is at camp or in policiesbecauseoftheshrinkingwhiteinfant 
some new situation, other children or strangers market. Many adoptees have died without 
may casually remark, ··Hey! You look like a learning their roots or feeling a sense ofiden­
kid I know back home!'' The adoptee imme­ tity. Many biological mothers and fathers 
diately wonders,• 'Could that be my brother? never learned the fate o ftheir ·'lost'' children. 
Could this kid actually know my 'real' fam­ I have studied adoption for· 'troubled'' 
ily?" 1n childhood, other kids are curious and or· 'unadoptable'' children, the throwaways, 
subject the adoptee to lots ofquestions, some thecast-offs, theunplaceablechildren. I have 
ofthemuncomfortablyprobing. Alladoptees always thought that these children, some­
learnhowto fieldsuchquestionsandtakethem times brothers and sisters ofother potential 
in stride. adoptees, get theworstofthewholeadoption 
Many adopteeshavehad theirconscious­ process. These often older siblings are sepa­
ness raised by other historically ignored and rated forever from their biological parents. 
disenfranchised groups, demanding a right to The youngest, more marketable ones, are 
know their personal heritage. When many quickly placed for adoption. In fact, having 
government programs and other decisions are younger, potentially adoptable, siblings seems 
based on race and ethnic origin, the adoptees to quicken the pace of the parental custody 
have even more incentive to discover their determination which affects all of their sta­
roots. Adoption agencies cou Id lie about these tus. Thechildrenarepairedoff. Manytirnes, 
matters and get away with it. My adoptive adopting parents are told that siblings should 
parents were told by the Catholic agency that be and usually are adopted as a pair. The 
they were getting an infant with Catholic reality is the agencies want to get as many of 
parents with German or English bloodlines to these children into adoptive homes, or at least 
match the background ofmy adoptive parents. foster homes as quickly as possible. The 
Yet, when I found my biological mother, not oldest or seemingly more dysfunctional or 
only was she Protestant, but her ethnic back­ more disturbed siblings can find themselves 
ground was French Canadian and Swiss French. the ' · odd child out,'' coping with the others 
My biological father, he was also Protestant going to '·great adoptive homes'' while re­
and Scottish-Irish. Ihaveanolivecomplexion maining in adoption limbo. 
that my parents always wondered about. The books are filled with horror stories 
In 1976, many Americans went • 'patri­ of kids having their hopes and dreams de­
otic'' and did extensive •· family tree'' searches. stroyed by a system that builds unrealistic 
Everyone seemed preoccupied with tracing expectations. The scramble for adoptions 
their root and family history . This affected leaves some that don't work out or are dis­
adoptees, and groups like Orphan Voyage and rupted, adoptions that become a pattern for 
Adoptee Liberty Movement Association be­ unwanted rejects. These sibling lose all 
gan to organize nationally. Birth parents began contact with the youngest, more adoptable 
to organize and Concerned United Birth Par­ siblings and rarely see or communicate with 
ents (CUB) was formed to support those who oneanotherbecausetheyendupinotherstates 
wanted to find their·' lost'' children. and little is done to promote the prior sibling 
Adoption agencies also began to change relationships. The original fan1ily is de­
their policies at this time and the"open adop­ stroyed while new families are created and 
tion'' movement came about. Open adoption siblings are forced into new names and en­
allows the birth mother to have a role in the couraged to forget about their ties to the past. 
selection ofthe adoptive parents. She can see I would be interested in hearing from 
pictures ofthem, read their family history, and and meeting any adoptees who came out of 
perhaps even meet and interview them. She these legally destroyed family situations, but 
can write a letter for her child to read at age 16, I think that primarily the • 'preferred baby'· 
request that her identity be available to her variety ofadoptee is going to be in our univer­
child at age 18, or provide for other matters. sity community and our student population. 
With the legalization of abortion, the So ifany ofyou are interested in joining our 
increased use o fbirthcontrol, and the introduc­ new group ofadoptees, either give Steve a call 
tion ofsex education in the schools the number at636-4407,orputanoteinmy box (#394 ), or 
ofwhite in fantsavailab le for adoption began to leave a message on my machineat832-3581 . 
dryup . A thenumbersdecreased,thedemand 
for these infants increased . ..Special needs," 
...FemaleDAs 
conti,uted from page 3 
wrongly accused and children are very sug­ home. One thing is certain. This experienced 
gestible.'' and highly successful trial attorney with a 
Sex crimes is also an area where the commanding presence won't be given any
burnout rate is high. After almost a year and more dog murder cases. 
ahalfinC.A.A.R.,Adarnshasseenagooddeal 
of grisly cases and that takes a toll. She is 
starting to think about which bureau in the 
D.A. 'sofficeshewould next like to make her 
The Opinion 
Modernizes Production 
by VitoA. Roman,LayootEditor 
Up until two years ago, the re­ The production changes began last year, 
sponsibility of"typesetting" and "lay­ when the editorial staff started taking 
the newspaper copy and·' dummy" to theing-out' ' the news copy o fThe Opinion 
was entirely in the hands of a printer. offices of The Spectrum, UB's under­
The editorial staff srole in the produc­ graduate newspaper, before taking them 
tion of the newspaper was limited to to the printer. AtThe Spectrum, all the 
paring down stories to their fmal type­ newspaper copy would be entered into a 
written form, and then submitting them Macintosh computer. Then, usingadesk­
to the printer along with a ' 'dummy.'' toppublishing program, the stories would 
The ''dummy'' served as the printer's be converted into column fonn, and laid 
blueprint, showing on which pages the out on 1heirrespective pages. Any varia­
Editor-in-Chief wanted the printer to tions from the''dummy' were made on 
''lay-out'' each story. the spot, as the editors looked at the 
The printer, however, often found pages ofthe newspaper on the computer 
that after typesetting the copy, i.e., re­ screen. Finally, when the editors were 
satisfied with the results, the newspaper typing the stories into columns ofwhat­
ever standard typeface theprinterused, was printed out on a laser printer, pasted 
the ''dummy'' could no longer be fol­ up on artboard, and sent to the printer 
lowed. Eitherth.e story was too long, too "camera-ready." The printer simply 
printed the newspaper as it appeared on short, did not fit onto the page allotted 
the artboards supplied. No more silent for it, or fit better on another page. In 
editing was involved. order to produce the newspaper, the 
printer would have to deviate from the This year The Opinion acquired 
editor's •'dummy,'' and perhaps even itsowndesk-toppublishingequipment. 
The editorial staff no longer has to go toshorten some stories as well. 
Since these last minute '• edito­ . the undergraduate newspaper offices to 
lay-out the paper. Instead, itis done right rial' ' decisions were made without the 
in O 'Brian. Furthennore, sincetheequip­knowledge or consent ofThe Opinion 
mentis IBM based, stories written in any editors, the printer, in essence, became 
one ofseveral popularword-processing an editor by default. The newspaper's 
programs can be enteredinto the com­Editor-in-Chief may have decided what 
"copy" should print, butbeorshedidso puter right from a student contributor's 
without actually knowing what''copy'' own disk. Moreover, TheOpinion saves 
anestimated$600.003Ilissueonproduc­could print. Only the printer knew what 
tion costs,and long ago recouped the costcould actually print. 
ofthe computer system needed to pro­NowTheQpinioneditorsdoknow 
duce the paper in house. exactly whatcaii print:, because now the 
newspaperisproduced entirely in-house. 
Spring Drop-Add to have 
New Courses, Procedures_ 
by Barry Boyer, Associate Dean Magavem. Professor Schofield has been a 
When upperclass students return for the frequent lecturer in the Law School's Cana­
Spring semester, they will find several new dian-American Studies Workshop. This class 
courseofferingsin the curriculum, and a proce­ will meet Wednesdays from 3:30to 6:00p.m. 
dural change designed to take s~me of the More detailed course descriptions and 
aggravationoutofdrop-add. registration numbers are posted near the A & 
Five courses have been added to the R window, and fliers containing the relevant 
upper division offerings since the preregistra­ information will be put in student mailboxes 
tion materials were printed. Criminal Proce­ several days before drop-add. 
di!rg will be taught by Erie County District On the procedural front, the two key
Attorney Kevin Dillon on Mondays and dates for drop-add will be Thursday.January
Wednesdays at 6:30-7:45 p.m. In addition, 2, when general drop-add begins, and Monday,
Professor Paul Birzon will offer a section of January 13, when registration for Trial Tech­
Evidence on Tuesdays and Thursdays in the nique is opened. In the past, students have tried 
8:00-9:15 a.m. time slot. These two courses to maximize their chances ofgetting desired 
will help fill the gaps created by departing courses by· 'camping out" in the building the 
faculty, and make it possible for students to night before drop-add. This has not only been 
pursue more advanced work in these fields. unpleasant for the students involved; it has also 
In the commercial law area, £ales. re­ caused serious maintenance and safety prob­
turns to the curriculum ~s Spring. It will be lems. In order to reduce these pressures, we 
taught by Edwin Wolf, formermanagingpart­ have asked maintenance and cam pus security 
ner with the firm of Falk & Siemer and past to enforcethe normal building closing hours on 
Executive Director of the Buffalo Philhar­ the night before drop-add. The building will be 
monic Orchestra. The Sales course will be secured by around 10:00p.m. the night before, 
designed to complement rather than duplicate when the cleaning crews leave, and re-opened 
thecoverageofProfessorBuckley'scoursein at6:00 a.m. the next morning. Students are not 
Sales and Secured Transactions. It will meet authorized to be in the building during these 
onMondaysandWednesdaysfrom 12:30-1 :45 times. (We also strongly advise against wait­
pm. ing outside the doors for 6 a.m. opening, since 
Students interested in international law the Amherst Campus is not the warmest place 
will find two new seminar offerings. Mitchell intheJanuarypre-dawndarkness). TheA&R 
Silk, who has studied in Taiwan and Beijing windowswill open by 9:00 a.m. on the drop-add
and is currently practicing international law in days. With the additional courses we have 
New York City, willofferaseminaronReform been able_ to add, there should be fewer prob­
and Foreign Investment in the Republic of lems in finding an agreeable selection of 
China. The seminar will meet on Mondays courses. 
from 9:30 to noon. A second international Good luck to all of you on your fall 
offering, Cross-Border Business in the Free semester exan1s, and have a happy holiday 
TradeEra, willbetaught byThomas Schofield, season. 
amemberofthe Buffalo firm ofMagavern & 
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and to Public Safety(636-2222). 
Bar Review Aid For 3L's 
In order to increase the success ofUB Law students in passing the New York State 
bar exam this academic year, the administration is offering a bar review program in 
conjunction with the three major barreviewcompanies. Bar/Br~ Marino,and Pieper have 
agreed to provide substantive lectures taught by real lecturers, not tapes. The program will 
impart substantive know ledge and provide exercises for answering multi-state questions, 
andtechniques for writing essays. The lectures will be four to six hours long and will occur 
on five Saturdays and one Sunday during the first halfofthespring semester. The schedule 
is as follows: 
Subject Date Sponsor 
Torts 1/25/92 Bar/Bri 
Corporations 2/l/92 Bar/Bri 
Property 2/22/92 Marino 
Contracts 2/29/92 Pieper 
Sales 3/l/92 (Sun) Pieper 
Domestic Relations 3/21/92 Marino 
Group 
INTERNATIONAL LAW CONFERENCE: "THE 
INTERNATIONALIZATION OFTHE LAW" 
TENTATIVE AGENDA 
FRIDAY 
3:00-9:00 Conference Registration, O'BrianHall 1st floor. 
3:45-4:00 Genera!Welcome: MootCourtRoom. 
4:00-5 :45 Panels Running Concurrently: 
CANADIANFREETRADEAGREEMENT: INTERN A TIONALENVIRON 
MENTALLAW 
7:00-9:00 Official Welcome. 
Keynote speaker: Moot Court Room. 
9:00-11 :00 Reception, Kiva reception area (Baldy Hall). 
SATURDAY 
7: 30-8 :30 Continental Breakfast, Kiva reception area. 
8:30-10: 15 Panels Running Concurrently: 
FAR EAST: INTELLECTIJALPROPERTY 
10:15-10:30 CoffeeBreak: Kivareceptionarea. 
10:30-12: 15 Panels Running Concurrently: 
CENTRALEUROPE: PUBLICINTERNA TI ON ALLA W 
12: 15-1 : 3 0 Lunch: A list o fnearby restaurants is provided in the Registration packets. 
1:30-3: 15 Panels Running Concurrently: 
LA TIN AMERICA: INTERN A TIONALCRIMINALLA W 
3:15-3:30 Coffee Break: Kivareceptionarea. 
3:30-5: 15 Panels Running Concurrently: 
IMMIGRATION: ROUNDTABLEDISCUSSION ONEDUCA TION 
6:00-7:30 DinneratCenter for Tomorrow (Separatecharge). 
7:30-9:00 Fina1Panel:INFORMATIONONOPPORTUNITIESININTERNA 
TIONALLAW 
9:00-12 :00 Open Reception with speakers attending (Center for Tomorrow). 
Watch your mailboxes. 
After a great deal of administrative delays, we will 
finally be receiving our U B Law School Student 
Directories! Look for them after Thanksgiving. 
Attention 
Students: 
Twice during November a man has passed obscene notes to 
women studying in Law Library carrels. The man is described as 
white, in his early 20's, between 5'1 0" and 6' tall, light brown hair, 
wearing a white shirt, tie, and baggy trousers. 
Please report all incidents ofsexual harassment in this library 
to the Law Library Director (Room 208 behind the Reference Desk) 
Thanks to Mark Paley for his dedication and 
expertise in repairing The Opinion computer 
system. Our computer had f alien and couldn't get 
up. Without Mark we would not be functioning 
today. 
CALL FOR PAPERS 




seeking papers from all disciplines addressing the role o ffeminism as 
a political movement in the 1990s, and the applicability offeminist 
thought in analyzing current events. 
Suggested panels: 
Feminism and democracy 
Feminist analysis in cultural studies 
Multiculturalism and feminist theory 
Post-Feminism? 
Length ofpapers: twentyminutes(8- l Opp.) 
Deadline: January 15, 1992 
Please send papers or abstracts (three copies) to: 
Tracey Sedinger 
GSA Women'sCoordinator 






Come and present your ideas fora new UB Women's Center. 
We need to discuss funding, coordination, programming, etc. 
Monday,December2, 1991 
5:00pm 
206 Talbert Hall 
Formoreinformation: Tracey Sedinger 
GSA Women'sCoordinator 






Nov. 25 Mon 9am-9pm 
Nov. 26Tue 9am-9pm 
Nov.27Wed 9am-6pm 
Nov. 28Thu Closed 
Nov. 29 Fri I2pm-8pm 
Nov. 30 Sat 12pm-6pm 
Dec. I Sun I2pm-6pm 
·. i ,_ 
l 
New York 
Bar Review urse 
Summer 1991 . 
Enrollments 
Again this summer, BAR/BRI prepared more 
law school graduates for the New York Bar Exam 
than did all other bar review 
courses combined. 
BAR REVIEW 
New York's Largest and Most Successful Bar Review Course 
